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ABSTRACT

Breakdown channels in ground, formed by lightning strikes contacting the earth, may be

intercepted by buried cables which can lead to their damage. Assessment of the

possibility of such occurrences is important in the design of suitable protection schemes

and mitigating strategies. A review of the existing literature indicates that they leave

considerable room for improvement, especially in the prediction of lightning propagation

paths which have an effect on the current impacting the cable and therefore the resulting

over-voltage.

Based on data collected by the author in indoor and outdoor experiments, a

probabilistic, E-field based numerical simulation model is proposed to predict lightning

breakdown paths in soil. In the model the probability of growth of these paths depends on

the local transient electric field; the interaction between growth of the path and the

transient electric field distribution is considered. The influence of lightning cument

magnitude, geometric configuration, soil parameters and non-homogeneity are

recognized by the model.

The usefulness of the proposed path prediction model is demonstrated by its

application to the complete assessment of the effect of lightning strikes on buried cables.

Such a technique provides probabilistic information on the over-voltage produced in

struck cables with soil characteristics and geometrical configuration as parameters.

The conclusions resulting from simulations are in broad qualitative and quantitative

agreement with field and experimental observations and, in general, explain well certain

aspects of breakdown in dry and wet soils.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the background and significance of the research are

models which consider the effect of direct lightning strikes through

underground cables are reviewed. Finally, the objectives of the thesis

introduced. Existing

intervening soil on

are delineated.

1.1 LIGHTMNG STRIKE TO UNDERGROUND CABLES
THROUGH INTERVENING SOILS

Lightning strikes may contact the earth's surface directly or through an object such as a

tall building or a tree. If there are cables or gas pipelines in the vicinity of the strike point,

current propagation in the soil will be diverted and intercepted by the cable or pipeline.

When a buried power cable is struck by lightning, puncture of its outer protective

jacket is almost inevitable [1-3]. Following this, fusion of the metallic tape shield, if
present, is possible as lightning current attempts to flow along it. The over-voltage

produced between the shield and the phase conductors may either proDagate to the remote

ends or cause breakdown of the cable insulation.

Field tests using rocket-triggered lightning technology by Barker and Short [l]
indicate that breakdown of the soil occurred from the earth's surface to the cable,

allowing the strike to hit the cable. All three cable types that were tested, i.e. unjacketed,

jacketed and jacketed in PVC conduit, showed significant damage at the point of the

strike. The damage ranged from minor puncture of the cable jacket and a few melted

*@fl University of Manitoba
l$' Electr¡cat & computerEnginærìng



Chapter 1 lntroduction

neutral wires, to extensive puncture of the jacket and the

neutral wires, which occurred when an unjacketed cable was

melting of nearly all of the

hir (Fis. 1.1)

Figure 1.I Damaged unjacketed 15 kV cable [1]

In [a] the investigated cable was situated in a wooded area. The investigators found

114 perforations in the cable sheath distributed along the cable route although the cable

had been in operation for only 3 years since installation. It was suspected that the damage

was caused by lightning.

Golde [5] is of the view that the extent of penetration into the soil of lightning is

principally a function of soil characteristics. In soils with high resistivity, lightning with

large current amplitudes can penetrate to a greater extent than in soils with low

resistivity; Golde claims that according to service experience the risk to underground

metallic objects due to lightning is greater in high resistivity regions such as mountainous

areas. It is indicated in [6, 7) that the strong dependence of the dielectric strength of soil

on water content indicates that in wet soil there is practically no danger that a cable or

pipeline can be damaged by a lightning strike. Wet soil acts like a radial conductive mass

and more current disperses into it. Therefore the chances of damage to a cable or pipeline

are greatly reduced because the current from lightning is not concentrated at a point on

the cable.

2,rnffil llnîversity of Manitoba
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I.2 PREDICTION OF EFFECT OF DIRECT LIGHTNING STRIKES

ON UNDERGROUND CABLES

Estimation of the over-voltage produced in underground cables caused by direct lightning

strikes, under different circumstances, is important in order to design and devise suitable

protective and mitigating schemes. Existing prediction models described in literature,

may be placed in three categories: electric field models, equivalent nonlinear circuit

models and transmission line models.

1.2.1 Electric Field Models

According to traditional lightning rheory [8, 9] when lightning

earth, the discharge cunent diffuses radially into the surrounding

strength at a radial distance of r meters, in soil, is

E(r)= p,J(r)= p,+
'¿ltr-

(1.1)

where p' is soil resistivity, J(r) is current density at radius r and I is the lightning current

amplitude.

Based on the mechanism of strikes to buried conductors suggested by Sunde [8],

Chang [2] has developed a model to estimate the safe burial depth of an underground

cable so that it does not intercept a direct lightning strike. He also considers the effect of

Iateral distance between the cable and the point of impact of lightning strike on the

earth's surface. In the model the breakdown path between the strike point on the earth's

surface and the buried cable is comprised of two segments. In the first segment, current is

considered to diffuse radially while in the second segment streamer breakdown is

University of Manitoba
Electr¡cal & Computer Enginæring
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considered to occur (Fig.I.2). However, the electric field in both segments is calculated

using (1.1) based on radial current flow.

Figure 1.2 Breakdown path indicated by Chang's assumption

In the entire hemispherical volume from the strike point to a radial distance r = rrc,

the electric field is defined by (l.l). At r ( r,., E ) E.",where E"" is the critical value for

soil ionization. In this portion of the soil the current diffuses in all directions radially

through a volume of broken down soil. In the outer layer, rr" ( ¡ ( rr", the strength of

electric field Er" < E(r) ( 8.", where Er" is the average strength required for streamer

caused breakdown to occur between the outer boundary of the ionization zone and an

object located at distance r = rsc. kr this zone breakdown is considered to occur along one

channel only which is eventuallv intercepted bv the cable.

If the cument is assumed to diffuse radially in the soil, the resistance of that portion

of the soil between the conductive hemispherical surface of radius r,, and a point at radius

r." (rr" >rr") is

R -1""Pdr --P,.r,"-r,"ff Jr* 2nrz 2n frrfr"

The corresponding potential difference is

(r.2)

University of Manìtoba
Electilcal & Computer Englnærìng
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Chapter 1 lntroduction

V,, = IR,, = +. r" - r"
¿78 r r 

(r.3)

If it is assumed that streamers extend beyond rr. when the average electric field

strength between rr" and rr" equals Er", the potential difference is

Vr, = Err(rr, - f,,) (f .+)

Substituting (1.4) into (1.3) and using (1.1)

r _ IP, _, Ip, =, 8,"
'rc 2nr.-E"- 

-" 
zTtrrr'v., ''" E*

( 1.s)

This expression applies when the field is assumed to have a radial symmetry about

the strike point on the earth's surface. When a buried cable is present, however, the

symmetry is destroyed. As an approximation, Chang considers the cable may be

considered to be at zero potential. With this approximation, the potential difference

between the surface at radial distance r* and the cable is equal to the potential difference

between that surface and the surface at infinity. lf rr. -)- in (1.3) one obtains,

rr -lP, 1
v ri - -7-'-'¿7C rrc (1.6)

If ro. is the distance írom the strike point on the earih's suriace to the cabie, the potentiai

difference may also be written as

V, = E",(rn" -,ro)

From (1.6) and (1.7) and using (1.1)

(1.7)

F
ro" = r,"(l+ +)'k'

L-rc (1.9)

Based on the values of amplitude of lightning current, I, and the soil ionization

gradient, E.", the radius of the radial breakdown segment, r.", has been deduced as in (1.9)

,, f llniversity of Manitoba
t ' Electrical & Computer Enginæring



from (1.1). Equations (1.10) and (1.11) are essentially the same as (1.5) and (1.8) and

provide formulae for the minimum and maximum arcing distances respectively between

the strike point and the underground cable.

. -t/
.. -( Ip, Y''*-l2oE 

I\ cc / 0.9)

(n \r'"''in=t'[".*j 
,r.ro,

{r..ro* : 'rr('*+lsc'max '(.- 8"" J rr.r rl

The author borrows an empirical formula, equation (1.12),based on observed data, to

estimate the maximum current, Ir*, flowing to the ground [10] and assumes that E"" =

1000 kV/m and E."/Er" = 1,.

1-* = f ,u.:I' ''l*ro,
I p,' ) rr.rrt

Chapter 1 lntroductíon

This enables calculation of 15ç,¡¡¡ ârìd rsc,max for soils of resistivity p, such that 150

O.m < ps < 1100 O.m. From (1.9) to (1.12), rrc= 1.8 m, rr",-¡,,= 3.6 m and,4",o,or= 5.5 m,

and therefore according to the model, underground cables buried at a depth greater than

5.5 m in soil with l50l p, < 1100 O.m will not suffer direct Iightning strikes.

If the cable is located at a depth less than 5.5 m, the author states that the number of

buried shield wires required for protection of the cable is determined by ,r., ,nin with the

additional condition that the spacing between the cable and shield wires should be large

enough to prevent sparkover. In his paper Chang has also suggested a procedure for

calculating this spacing based on an electro-geometrical technique [11].
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Chapter 1 lntroduction

Whereas Chang considers the interception of a lightning strike by an underground

cable, his technique is Iimited in scope. It is applicable to finding the breakdown distance

in soils with resistivity in the range of 150 to 1100 Q.m. Interaction between the

formation of breakdown channels and the variation of electric field distribution in soils

has not been considered. The current impacting the cable as affected by the

characteristics of the breakdown channels can not be found.

1.2.2 Equivalent Non-linear Circuit Models

Perala [12] has suggested a non-linear circuit model to estimate the lightning strike

current magnitude required for puncture of the cable and resulting current in the cable

centre conductor as shown in Fig. 1.3b.

In Fig. 1.3a, dro is the shortest distance from the point of lightning strike on the

earth's surface to the cable. According to Perala, the ionized region in soil should be

modelled as an electrode of oblate hemispheroidal shape. However it is modelled as a

circular surface plate, for simplicity. This depiction yields the highest value for R, and

thus represents the worst condition as far as the cable is concerned. In his calculation it is

assumed that the cable is not present.

Rr= P,14r",,= W (1.13)

where p. is resistivity of soil, rro iS radius of the ionized plate, E"o is critical electric field

strength of ionization of soil on the earth surface, the value of 250 - 500 kV/m used in

[12], and I, is the current flowing in Rr.

In Fig. 1.3b, C"i is the variable capacitance of the coaxial cable formed by the cable

conductor, the external dielectric, and ionized soil. Perala estimates C"i tr per (1.14)

¡f,*ffill University of Manitoba
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la - 
Znctrr,to ,

"ci -. , oin

Inr",, I 1.. (1.t4)

where r.o is the outer radius of the cable, r.. the radius of the cable conductor, trci the

relative dielectric constant of the insulation, and I¡, the length of the ionized region. If the

cable lies in the ionization zone, the length /¡o is approximated by

(1.1s)

Conductor

Insulation

a

Figure 1.3 Equivalent non-linear circuit model [12]. (a) Buried cable stuck by lightning, (b)

Equivalent non-linear circuit 
;

l: Lightning current, ln: Current flowing in Rn, Rn: Ground resistance of assumed ionized regíon in

soil, R"¡: resistance of cable insulation, C"¡: Capacitance of cable insulation, 2"": characteristic

impedance between cable conductor and ground.

The resistor Rci accounts for breakdown of the cable insulation. Up to the point when

the voltage across the capacitor is just below its breakdown voltage V"p, R.i is set at a

Lightning current, I

,,,ffif Llniversity of Manitoba
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Chapter 1 lntroduction

large value of 1MO. When V.o is exceeded, the resistance is reduced to a low value of 0.5

C2 and remains at this value until the arc extinguishing voltage is reached, which is

assumed to be about 50 volts. Z""is the characteristic impedance of the cable in the soil.

The author claims thatZ"" is a function of frequency and soil resistivity.

The equivalent circuit indicates that if the cable insulation breaks down, R"i = 0, the

total lightning current flowing to the earth is divided into the portion diffusing into the

surrounding soil and the portion impacting the cable which is modelled by the parallel

combination of R, andZ,"/Z.

It should be noted that the calculation of R, does not include the effect of the

different breakdown channels in soil. Furthermore, his method of modelling soil

breakdown is the same whether the cable is present or absent.

1.2.3 Transmission Line Models

The authors of [4] and [13] model the underground cable and soil as transmission lines

and EMTP software has been used to calculate the transient ground potential rise along

the cable length and the differential voltages between the conductors in cables in order to

esiimate ..he effectiveness of protection methods. To analyse the problerrr the cable and

the soil was divided into 100 segments along the cable length; the parameters of each

segment were chosen depending on cable parameters and soil characteristics. At each

network node individual impulse cunent sources of shape 4/lhytswas injected (Fig. 1.3).

The authors conclude that the transient voltage in the cable decreases along the cable

Iength from the point of current entry into the cable. The authors' model also can

represent a shield wire as a long parallel grounded horizontal electrode connected with

the cable through coupling impedances spaced along the cable route. It is stated in the

9,,'ffi| tlnìversity of Manitoba
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Chapter 1 lntroduction

paper that the maximum transient voltage in the cable can be reduced by 80Vo by the

provision of two buried shield wires placed above the cable.

Conductor
lnsulator
Sheath
Jacket

r (kA)

II
olö;i

0.5xI

.'o
t (ps)

Lightning
in ground

ctg -c'rg
Buried cable

Zs

Zco

R'co L'co R'co L'co

Figure 1.4 Transmission line modelin [1S]
Zn: ground impedance, Z": characteristic lmpedance between cable sheath and soil, Zco:

characteristic lmpedance between cable sheath and phase conductor, C'"st capacitance / un¡t

length of cable jacket, G'"r: capacitance / unit length of cable insulation, R'": resistance / unit
length of cable sheath, L'": inductance / unit length of cable sheath, R'"o: resistance / unit length
of cable phase conductor, L'"o: inductance / unit length of cable sheath, C'n: capacitance / unit
Iength of soil, G'n: conductance / unit length of soil, i'(t): lmpulse current source.

A modified transmission line model is used by Darsherif and Sabonnadiere [14] to

calculate the surges coupled to buried cables with due regard to multi layer soil properties

and location of cable with respect to point of impact of lightning strike on ground. The

earth was assumed to be composed of n horizontal layers with the cable in the topmost

layer. Since the cable radius is small compared to its depth and the depth of the strata it is

assumed that the cable parameters do not depend on earth stratification. The current path

Lightning strike

,,¡ l lJniversity of lvlanitoba
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Chapter 1 lntroduction

in air due to lightning was modelled as a vertical antenna extending from cloud to ground

whose amplitude decreases with height according to an exponential Iaw.

i(h, t) = i(0, t-z/h) * exp.(-h/2")

where h is the height of the cloud, t is time, z represents

ground and I is'the wave velocity of the return strike current.

current is given by:

i(0, t)= i,,",( exp.(-at) - exp.(-þ t) )

where a=3*loa (Us); þ=lo' ¡t/r¡

cables are given as.'

{P - Z@:). I (x, ro) = E,(x, ro)

4!IP-YGo).v(x,a) =o

(1.1 6)

the vertical position above

The effect of the charges stored in the corona sheath around the lightning channel

during the return strike phase has been taken into account. At h = 0, i.e. ground level, the

The equations governing variation of transient voltage and cunent surges along the

(1.17)

( 1.18)

(1.1e)

where E* is the x component of the electric field induced by a nearby lightning discharge

at the surface of cable, c¡ is the angular frequency, Z and Y are the impedance and

admittance per unit length of the buried cable respectively.

It is concluded by the authors of [1a] that the electric field in ground caused by a

lightning discharge is affected by the physical parameters of layers of soil; the x-

component of the electric field, E, is predominant in the field influencing transients in

cables.

A mathematical transmission line wave propagation model has been used in [15] to

estimate the over-voltage in underground cables. In this paper the emphasis is on

,,ffi| IJniversity of Manitoba 11



Chapter 1 lntroductíon

transient propagation. The cable was divided into n segments of length Ax = l/n, within

which the waves have been assumed to travel with no deformation. Current of assumed

shape and amplitude is injected into the cable sheath at one point. The calculated results

have been compared with experimental observations using an impulse current generator.

Based on numerical investigations with the developed model, the authors conclude that

the wave front of transient voltage becomes smooth and its amplitude decreases along the

cable length principally due to transverse current flow in ground.

The common approach employed in transmission line models is to use an impulse

current of assumed magnitude and shape as an impact source. The propagation

characteristics of lightning current in the soil between the strike point on the earth's

surface and the cable are not considered. However, a transmission line model is well

suited to simulate the effect of lightning once it impacts the cable.

1.3 LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING MODELS

Existing prediction methods, reviewed above, can make approximate predictions to a

limited extent. They do not adequately take into account the influence of the patterns and

characteristics of breakdown channels intercepted by cables in soil.

In practice, lightning currents do not always flow along a radial path in the soil

because of the presence of underground cables or other metallic objects such as pipes.

Even in the absence of buried objects, practical lightning channels in soil are compoied

of single or multi main channels with branching (Fig.1.5) which may result in rhe

formation of fulgurites (Fig.l.6) in some soils. Furthermore, observations from recent

indoor and outdoor experiments conducted by the author f48,49f, presented in Chapter 3,

.,ffiI university of Manitoba
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Chapter 1 lntroduction

indicate that impulse current propagation is not radial and that the propagation

mechanism is different in wet and dry soils.

Figure 1.5 Observed streamers in wet soil in indoor tests [16]. Positive impulse voltage

discharges to soil (300 o.m) in a hemisphericalsteelvessel of 166 cm diameter.

Flgure'!.S Fulgurite caused by lightning dischai'ge ín sand and i'ock [17j.

The models which assume radial current flow can not properly simulate lightning

propagation in soils. The soil impedance may be expected to depend not only on the type

of soil and its moisture content but also on the current magnitude and the breakdown

mechanism. In different soils, the propagation paths and the mechanisms which result in

their formation are different. Therefore the destructive impact reaching the cable is path

dependent. Existing models do not adequately take into account the propagation path in

soils, dependence of current magnitude impacting the cable on soil characteristics. Due to

University of Manìtoba
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Chapter 1 lntroduction

these factors, errors may result in the estimation of the current impacting underground

cables which are sensitive to the impedance of the lightning channel in soils.

A prediction model should also be capable of judging whether the intervening soil,

between the cable and the lightning channel in ground, can break down. Secondly, it

should be able to realistically estimate the amplitude of the current intercepted by the

cable' Thirdly, it should predict the resulting over-voltage developed in the cable.

Existing prediction models reviewed in 1.2 are not complete in the sense that each one of

them possesses only one of the three attributes mentioned above. Electric field models

predict breakdown, non-linear circuit models predict current amplitude and transmission

Iine models predict the developed over-voltage.

I.4 MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THIS TTIESIS

The objective of this thesis is to construct a model which describes the propagation of

lightning current in different types of soils based on data obtained from the small-scale

indoor and outdoor experimental investigations of breakdown of soils conducted by the

author. The effect of the local electric field strength on the formation of breakdown

channels in soil is considered. The mode! will enable the prediction of the patterns and

characteristics of breakdown paths intercepted by cables or other underground metallic

objects' The model considers the influence of geometrical configuration, soil non-

homogeneity and lightning current amplitude.

Based on the prediction of the breakdown path in soils, a method for complete

engineering assessment of the impact of lightning strikes on buried cables is proposed.

The proposed method may be used to devise suitable mitigating techniques to minimize

the damage resulting from direct lightning strikes to a cable.
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Chapter 2 Mechanisms of Lightning Propagation in Soils

CHAPTER 2

MECHANISMS AND MODELS OF LIGHTNING

PROPAGATION IN SOILS

Knowledge of the mechanism of lightning discharge in soil is of paramount importance

in order to explain, interpret and predict the breakdown behaviour and paths in soil. In

this chapter, a brief review of the process of lighting discharge in soil is presented.

Mechanisms that are responsible for the soil breakdown are discussed.

2.I LIGHTNING DISCHARGE TN SOIL

Lightning discharges from cloud may be divided into two stages, leader discharge and

return strike. The reaction of soil to lightning is explained by Sunde [8] as comprising of

two distinguishable stages as follows.

During the first stage, until the return strike in air is initiated, the paths of a lightning

discharge are determined by atmospheric conditions and by the eìectric field in air. The

electric field intensity at the surface of the earth may be regarded as being normal to the

earth. The finite conductivity and breakdown strength of soil is of no importance.

During the second stage after initiation of the return strike in air, the finite

conductivity and the breakdown strength of soil are of decisive importance in that they

determine the breakdown paths in soil. Only after the return strike is initiated, is the

potential in soil large enough for breakdown to occur over appreciable distances. The

breakdown paths may be intercepted by buried cables or other buried conductors.
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Chapter 2 Mechanisms of Lightning propagation in Soils

It is indicated in [18, 19] that when lightning strikes dry ground, through which

charge not easily conducted away, the discharge current does not spread evenly through

the earth but is concentrated in layers which are more conductive than others. If there is a

stream, a buried water pipe, or an underground cable in the neighbourhood of the strike

point, the current will tend to flow along such a good conductor.

2.2 BREAKDOWN MECHANISMS OF SOILS

Two different breakdown mechanisms, based on air ionization and thermal changes in

soil characteristics, have been proposed to explain the breakdown of soil.

2.2.1 Air fonization Mechanism

The authors of [20] proposed the air ionization mechanism in which the initiation of

breakdown of soil is primarily electrical and begins when the electric field in the voids

between the soil grains becomes large enough to ionize the air in the voids. Because of

field enhancement due to the irregular shape of voids and large relative dielectric

constant of soil, the average fÏeld across the whole soil gap at the time of breakdown

inside the voids may be much smaller than the breakdown field strength of the equivalent

air gap. From [20] the minimum average electric field for breakdown of soil with

resistivities of 100-25000 Ç!.m may be found tobel6-470 kV/m which corresponds ro a

time lag of breakdown of = 100 ps. Mousa [21] acknowledges the air ionization

mechanism but does not correlate the breakdown strength to its resistivity. He claims in

his paper that the maximum error in the breakdown strengths reported in the literature

may be = 65Vo due to inaccurate measurement of voltage, current and resistivity of soil.

University of Manitoba
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Chapter 2 Mechanisms of Lightning Propagation in Soils

He suggests the use of a breakdown strength of 300-400 kV/m for soil of resistivity in

the range 12-1000 O.m.

2.2.2 Thermal Change Mechanism

Lint and Erler l22l proposed the thermal change mechanism in which the initiation of

breakdown of soil is primarily thermal. When a voltage pulse is first applied, current

begins to flow through the soil and this current is mainly conducted by the water which

coats the soil particles. As the temperature of water increases due to joule heating, the

resistivity of water decreases slightty. Due to local non-uniformities in the heating rates,

thermal instability occurs as current flows toward the high temperature (lower resistivity)

regions. Eventually, most of the current flows in a few narrow channels, thus leading to

vaporization of water and subsequent breakdown at locations of highest electric field.

According to the authors the rate of rise of temperature may be modelled by the equation

dT E2

-=-dt P*s e.D

where E is electric field strength, p* is resistivity of water filament, and S = 4.18x106

Joules/m3 oC is the specific heat of water. The authors take into account a temperature

coefficient of conductivity of (do/dT)/oo = 0.02 f C

The authors of [23] consider it to be quite possible that both of the above

mechanisms may be in operation. In very dry soils, the water in the soil grains does not

form a continuous path through the soil and air breakdown is the more plausible

mechanism, while in water-saturated soils, not enough air is in the voids and thermal

heating of the water is the more plausible mechanism. In soils of intermediate water

content, the two mechanisms could be competing with each other.
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Chapter 2 Mechanisms of Lightning Propagation in Soils

Based on

mechanisms in

Chapter 3.

indoor experiments

wet soil and in dry

conducted by the author [49]

soil have been proposed which

different breakdown

will be discussed in

2.3 EXISTING MODELS

PROPAGATION IN SOILS

FOR IMPULSE CURRENT

Existing models which simulate lightning current propagation in soils have adopted two

approaches, the variable resistivity approach [9] and the variable geometry approach [24].

2.3.1 Va.riable Resistivity Approach

In this approach [9] lightning impulse current is assumed to diffuse from a vertical

electrode either in contact with the earth's surface or embedded in it into homogeneous

soil which surrounds it. A dynamic model describing the non-linear surge current

characteristics has been developed to calculate the transient resistance of the ground

electrode. The model accounts for the ionization and deionization behaviour of soils with

resisitivity in the range 50 - 310 C).m. Outdoor experiments were performed and voltage

and current data obtained from impulse current generator tests. From this, the soil

resistance has been calculated and compared with model results.

The model takes into account ionization and deionization characteristics of the soil in

the following manner. Figure 2.1a shows the waveform of lightning impulse current

shape injected into the ground. If the current magnitude is low, the associated current

density, J, is low, and therefore the associated electric field E = Jp is also low. Ionization

can not occur if E is less than a critical value, say E". In [9] E"¡ varies from 50 to 300

kV/m depending on the type of soil.
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Chapter 2 Mechanisms of Lightning Propagation in Soils

Figure 2.1b shows the variation of soil resisitivity as a function of lightning current

density. In Fig. 2.1b, I < J" corresponds to non-ionized soil and p is unaffected. When

ionization occurs, J" < J < Jo and p decreases. Beyond the peak, the current density

decreases and some of the soil volume will be in a state of ionization while other portions

will not be ionized. The variation of soil resistivity with time and current in the ionization

and deionization states is different.

t (Ps) Currentdensity'J(A'/ÍÊ)
ab

Figure 2.1 Variation of resistivity of soil with current [9]

Liew and Darveniza divide the soil into 3 regions (Fig. 2.2). During the period of

increasing current there are only 2 zones, i.e. ionization and no ionization. Where the soil

has not been ionized ar, all, P = Pr, !','here ps is the ac cr dc resistivity of roil. The variation

of p in the ionization zone is described by:

-t.
P¡ : P" exP---l

Ti (2.r)

where tt = time since the onset of ionization and q = ionization time constant.

During the period of decreasing current there are 3 zones, an ionization zone, a

deionization zone and a zone in which there is no ionization. In the region where
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Chapter 2 Mechanisms of Lightning Propagation in Soils

deionization occurs, when the current density is lower

resistivity recovers in the following manner:

-t 
Ipa: p,, +(p" - p^)(1-exp*>O-+)t

T¿ J,

where p,¡ = the value of resistivity at the end of ionization

the onset of deionization.

than a critical value the soil

(2.2)

and t¿ = time measured from

Figure 2.2 Three resistivity zones in ground. 1-ionization zone, 2-deionization zone, 3-no
ionization zone

In order to apply Liew's model one needs knowledge of the following parameters:

lightning cument, I, soil resistivity, pr, critical electric field strength for soil ionization,

Ecl, soil ionization and deionization time constants, r¡ and t¿. Liew assigns values to the

parameters EcL, ti, t¿ based on experimental data existing in literature and his own

experimental data.

The limitation of the model, pointed out in the paper itself, is that it does not

satisfactorily describe the surge behaviour of soil in which high currents result in the

formation of discrete breakdown paths. The paper indicates that this type of breakdown is

observed in soils with resistivity of 540 O.m flooded with surface rainwater or in a
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Chapter 2 Mechanisms of Lightning Propagation in Soils

similar soil with very low moisture content and therefore high resistivity. In these cases,

the recorded electrode voltage waveforms collapse quickly.

Application of Liew and Darveniza's model is limited to soils with resisitivities in

the range 50-310 C).m. The reason for this limitation arises because a soil with low

resisitivity (below 50 O.m) behaves more like a good conductor whereas a soil with high

resistivity i.e. above 310 Cl.m behaves like a good insulator. In either case the current

propagation characteristics are not caused by ionization which invalidates Liew and

Darvaniza' s model.

2.3.2 Variable Geometry Approach

The authors of [24] consider that when impulse current flows into the surrounding soil

from a long horizontal electrode, arcs occur in zones where the current density is larger

than a critical value J.; these zones are modelled as an extension of the electrode

(Fig.2.3).

¡ Earlh's surface

', '' ,.. ':.::'SoiI ,-

- lncreased average radius

Fígure 2.3 Variable geometry approach in p$. (a) Current flowing to horizontal electrode in soil,

(b) Assumed homogeneous ionization zone in soil, (c) Piecewise-linear average representation in
model

Figure 2.3a shows the real distribution of current which is clearly not linear. This

variation is modelled in discrete steps not exceeding ten meters in length. The electrode

extension is modelled by the stepped electrode shown in Fig. 2.3b. The diffusing current

University of Manitoba
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Chapter 2 Mechanisms of Líghtning Propagation in Soils

value is expressed in terms of current density which is used to determine the conductor

surface potential at different segments.

As the current rises and flows into the soil, the fictitious radius remains constant at a

value equal to the radius of the electrode, until the current density of the element exceeds

the critical value. If the current densities are greater than the critical value, J", due to

breakdown in the soil, the radius increases according to the following equation.

Ip,
'* - zot"Fn"

(2.3)

where / is the current, p, is the resistivity of soil, /" is the length of electrode and E.u

is critical value of electric field for soil breakdown. .In l24l 8"" varies from 280 to 400

kV/m depending on the type of soil.

The variable geometry approach was used by the authors of /al to evaluate the

impulse behaviour of horizontal grounding electrodes. The results have been shown to

agree well with experimental observations published by other authors [25,26].

The variable geometry approach differs from that of Liew and Darvenizalgl in that

the variation of current density in soil along the electrode length is considered and the

ionized soil is modelled as a perfect conductor.

Chang's model, discussed inl.2.l, may be considered to be based on the variable

geometry approach with some additional features. As explained earlier, the total

breakdown path between the strike point on the earth's surface and the buried cable is

divided into two segments based on the initial electric field strength in soil. In the

segment next to the strike point current is assumed to diffuse; in the segment next to the

buried cable a single breakdown channel is assumed to occur. Chang's model, in

principle, uses a variable geometry approach. However the primary goal of his model is
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Chapter 2 Mechanisms of Lightning Propagation in Soils

to calculate the safe burial depth of cable. It is for this reason that his model's description

has been included in Chapter 1.

2.4 SUMMARY

Both the variable resistivity approach and the variable geometry approach assume

diffusion of lightning current into the soil and are limited in the sense that rhey are

applicable to homogenous soils with medium moisture content and medium resistivity.

Neither model can predict the occurrence of single or multiple lightning channels in the

soil' Even though Chang's model represents an improvement by considering two

different breakdown segments in the soil, the simplified rirethod of electric field

calculation limits the extent of improvement.
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

CIIAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF SOIL BREAKDOWN

Information on soil breakdown in literature is incomplete for establishment of a model to

predict the formation of breakdown channels in ground based on the local electric field

strength. In order to investigate lightning current propagation tendency and the

breakdown electric field strength of soils, small scale indoor and outdoor experiments

were carried out by the author. From the experimental observations the dependence of

soil response and breakdown mechanism on the nature of the soil and.initial applied

voltage has been found. Based on the experimental observations, the mechanism of

lightning caused breakdown paths in earth is deduced.

3.1 INDOOR TESTS

3.1.1 fndoor Test Set-up

In the indoor experiments an impulse current generator was discharged into soil loaded in

a rectangular box of size 20 x 2O x l0 cm3 (Fig. 3.1); the bottom of which was grounded

through a special conductive paper in order to record the end points of the current

propagation paths. The electrode consisted of a brass rod of diameter I cm which rested
:

on the surface of the soil.

Three types of soils were used, i.e., red, black and cultivated soils with particle size

not exceeding 1 mm. The moisture content was varied by addition of water.

After a discharge, the currents erased the conductive material at the point where the

current channel terminated and left traces on its surface; in some cases the current was
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

able to pierce the paper. From these traces and pierced holes, information was obtained

about the current propagation paths and breakdown channels. After breakdown the soil in

the box was replaced with fresh soil.

rO
ci I
Si I,,

Brass rod electrode

Test soil

Conductive paper

Brass plate electrode

Figure 3.1 Setup for indoor test. C¡ = O.87pF rated 100 kV, R¡ = 0.3 O, L¡ = O-22 ¡rH, Voliage

divider ratio 400/1, S¡-- non-inductive shunt, 29.95 mO, Brass rod electrode: 1 cm diameter and

20 cm length; Soil Contain er 20 x 20 x 10 cm3; Conductive paper: 20 x 20 cmz; Brass plate

electrode: 20 x2O cmz.

In each instance, for a given soil type, it was made sure that the same weight of soil

was put in the container and compacted to ensure that the depth of the soil sample

measured the same. The same pressure was used to compact the sample in each trial.

The soil resistivity was determined in a parallel plate configuration under AC voltage

at 50 Hz by measurement of applied voltage and circuit current. Moisture contents

reported refer to percent water content by weight 1271. After each breakdown the soil was

removed and fresh soil was repacked into the rectangular box taken care to restore the

original conditíon as closely as possible.

The total impulse current and electrode voltage were recorded using a digital system

consisting of an oscilloscope with 100 MHz bandwidth and I G/s sampling rate, from

which the transient impedance of breakdown channel was calculated.
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

For each soil type (red, black, cultivated and moisture change), the chosen voltage

level was applied three times. Representative data has been presented here.

3.1.2 Results and Analysis

A. Formation of breakdown channels in a soil

The experimental observations indicate that different phenomena, depending on the level

of initial generator voltage, occur in the test soils which may be described using the

waveform records of V-t and I-t in Figs. 3.2ato c respectively. It should be noted that the

scales of x and y-axes in the three figures are different.

There is a critical initial generator voltage, V", below which breakdowns do not

occur regardless how long the voltage is applied to the test soil. The energy stored in the

generator capacitor continuously and slowly leaks through the test soil into earth via the

ground electrode. Figure 3.2a represents typical voltage and current waveforms for such a

case when an initial generator voltage is 16 kV is applied to the soil with p. = 440 Ç1.m.

Thisfigure indicates thatthe amplitude of I = 13 A att=0 ps; both V andldecrease

approximately exponentially in a long period from 0 to > 900 ps.

When the generator voltage = V", the breakdown in soil may occur but with a long

time lag to breakdown. For the mentioned soil with ps = 44O O.m, repeated tests indicate

that V" = 20 kV. Figure 3.2b shows that breakdown occurred in soil after voltage

application for approximately 95 ps. The amplitude of current reaches 340 A which is

about 25 times the value in Fig. 3.2a. As the generator voltage is increased, the time lag

decreases and current increases- Figure 3.2c shows a time lag < 2 ¡rs and the amplirude

of cur¡ent = 4.5 kA when generator voltage = 45 kV.
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Figure 3.2 Waveforms of voltage and current observed in indoor tests. Red soil with resistivity =
440 Q.m, moisture = 11 .72/" and specifíc gravity = 1.2gS g/cm3; generator voltage: (a) 16 kV, (b)

20 kV, (c) a5 kV
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soíl Breakdown

Regarding the formation of breakdown channels in the same soil, the number of

channel branches and the broken-down volume of soil increase with the initial generator

voltage. Figures 3.3a to c show the patterns of breakdown channels corresponding to

Figs. 3.2a to c. It is seen that in the soil with p, = 440 f).m, no breakdown channels form

at an initial voltage of 16 kV. Single and two-branch channels form at generator voltage

of 20 and 45 kV respectively.

Figure 3.3 Cross section of breakdown channels recorded by conductive paper at different
generator voltages in indoor tests. Red soil with resistivity = 44O O.m, moisture = 11.72"/" and
specific gravity = 1.29s g/cm3; generator voltage: (a) 16 kV, (b) 20 kv, (c) a5 kv

B. Effect of soil type on channel formation and breakdown mechanism

The present work confirmed the findings of previous researchers that in different soils,

the resistivity of soil is the basic parameter that determines the nature of the breakdown

channels. Three types of breakdown channels, as shown in Figs.3.4a to c, were observed

in the indoor experiments; these may be classified as single, branching and large-area

channels. i

The experimental conditions and parameters corresponding to the traces in Figs. 3.4ato c

are listed in Table 3.1. It is seen that the higher resistivity soil favours formation of

single channels with higher current density which pierced a larger area on the conductive

paper. The lower resistivity soils favour formation of branching channels with larger area
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

and lower current density. In the range of impulse current generator voltage from 40 to 60

kV only single channels were observed with the dry red soil.

abc
Figure 3.4 Cross section of breakdown channels recorded by conductive paper in indoor tests

with different soils (see Table 3.1)

Table 3.1 Soiltypes associated with breakdown channels shown in Figure 3.4

Channeltype Generator

Voltage (kV)

Soiltype Moisture

content (%)

Resistivity

(c¿.m)

Fig.3.4a, single 55 Red soil 5.60 1920

Fig.3.4b, branching 55 Cultivated soil 11.72 440

Fig.3.4c, large-area 55 Red soil 13.87 180

The experimental observations indicate that, generally, with very dry soil the initial

breakdown voltage is higher and the time lag to breakdown is longer than that of wei soii.

The transient impedance of the resulting single channel in dry soil with high resistivity is

lower if soil breakdown occurs; the currents are high and the discharge sound is loud.

Under the same initial voltage, in wet soil channel with branchiùg or large area channel

may be formed but the current is lower and the time lag to breakdown is much shorter.

The breakdown area of a single channel in dry soil was small but the conductive

paper was fully pierced by the current, which indicates high current density and energy

propagating through the channel. Therefore less current will diffuse into the surrounding

.,*ffi| Ilniversity of Manitoba
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

soil which has not been broken down. It should be noted that with wet soils of low

resistivity, single channels are also observed at lower voltages just enough to cause

breakdown. The time lag is shorter than that in dry soil, the current is lower (Fig. 3.5,

curve 3) and the impedance is relatively higher. Also the tendency to form branching

channels increases with voltage in this case.

Plots I and 2 in Fig. 3.5 show the waveforms of currents flowing in the breakdown

channels caused by generator voltage = 40 kv in cultivated soil with p, = l92o Cl.m and

red soil with p, = 44O O.m respectively.

6
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o ro 
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of current waveforms in different soils (see Table 3.2)

Table 3.2 Soil types associated with current waveforms in Fig. 3.S

Curve
#

Generator
Voltase (kV)

Soiltype Moisture
content (%)

Resistivity
(A.m)

Channel
type

#1 in Fig. 3.5 40 Red soil 5.60 1 920 Single

#2 in Fí9. 3.5 40 Cultivated soil 11.72 440 Branching

#3 in Fig. 3.5 25 Cultivated soil 11.72 440 Single

The above indicates that the breakdown mechanism is different in wet and dry soils.

In dry soil both the air and soil particles break down simultaneously and therefore form a

low impedance single channel. On the other hand, wet soil may be considered to consist

of non-conductive soil particles coated with water in which some conductive materials
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

are dissolved; air fills the void between the soil particles. When the electric field reaches

the minimum breakdown strength, the voids are bridged by a spark and the wet soil

particles act as conductors relative to the voids.

Figure 3.6 reinforces the above description of breakdown in wet soil. It applies to

cultivated soil with a resistivity of 440 O.m. The generator voltage was 30 kV and only a

single channel was observed upon breakdown. The current and impedance curves show

an abrupt change at about l0 ps which implies a delayed two-stage breakdown process

causing the impedance to decrease abruptly. In the first stage, only the air gaps break

down which results in an increase in the voltage across the soil particles; at some point

the wet soil particles breakdown thus contributing to the sudden jump in the current.

1.6

ritnu ( FS )
Figure 3.6 Current waveform and transient impedance for soil with resistivily = 44g O.m, moisture

= 11 .72"/o and specif ic gravity = 1 .295 g/cm3; generator voltage = 30 kV; channel formation as of
the type in Fig.3.3b, 1-Current;2-lmpedance.

C. Effect of circuit inductance

When the generator inductance, L, is increased all three types of channels were observed;

however, large area channels occurred more frequently and the magnitude of breakdown

current decreased.
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

Figures 3.7a and b show a large area channel obtained with Li = 2l.Z ¡.rH and a multi-

channel with I, = 4.5 pH respectively, both with cultivated soil with resistivity = 429

Ç2.m at 40 kV of generator voltage. Figure 3.7c shows the current and voltage waveforms

obtained with the larger value of inductance of 21.2 ¡rH in circuit. The magnitude of

current is only 0.25 kA, thereby indicating higher transient impedance, and the waveform

shows a negative overshoot. The current waveform also indicates oscillations with high

frequency content. The current corresponding to Fig. 3.7b has a magnitude of 4 kA

magnitude with no negative overshoot. It is indicated in Fig. 3.lb that the main channel

pierced a hole in the conductive paper because of higher current density in the channel.

5 r01520 2s383540
r*([rs )

Figure 3.7 Effect of circuit inductance on breakdown of soil in indoor tests. Cultivated soil with

resistivity = 42O Q.m, moisture = 12.31"/o and specific gravity = 1.295 g/cm3; generator voltage =
40 kV, (a) Cross section of breakdown channels recorded byconductive paper with L¡ =21.2
pH; (b) Cross section of breakdown channels recorded by conductive paper with L¡ = 4.5 pH; (c)

Current and voltage waveforms corresponding to (a).

D. Effect of symmetry of soil container

In order to find the effect of geometrical configuration, a hemispherical container

with radius of l0 cm was used into which test soils were loaded (Fig.3.8a). At the

bottommost point and at a height of 4.5 cm from the bottom, six 4-cm radius round plate

electrodes were located symmetrically (one at the bottom most point and five along the

circle, Fig.3.8b). The six electrodes cover about 3/4ths of the area of hemispherical
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

surface and their outputs are linked together to a point that is grounded. The high voltage

electrode was positioned symmetrically with respect to the six measurement electrodes

and was also constrained to prevent movement under the impulsive force produced by

discharging. Magnetic links were used to determine which electrode intercepted the

lightning channel. Branch currents were estimated by referring to calibration current-

angle curves of magnetic links.

ab
Figure 3.8 Test soil in a hemispherical pot of 1O cm radius

If the soil condition is restored to its original condition after each discharge of the

generator, each plate electrode is equally likely to be the recipient of a channel, which

forms randomly. This obsen ation was confirmed by counting the number of times each

grounded electrode was struck in a series of experiments. Table 3.3 shows the number of

times the six electrodes were struck by a main breakdown channel in the soil of resistivity

of 22 - 6000 Q.m. The total struck number of breakdowns is 47 .In this test the generator

voltage was between 10 and 100 kV; a red soil with moisture content value in the range

of 3.5 - 22Vo were used. It is seen from Table 3.3 that each electrode is struck almost an

equal number of times. The reason is that the six electrodes are situated equidistantly

from the top entrance electrode from an electric field point of view, and therefore the
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

initial electric field is axially symmetrical. Under this condition, the breakdown direction

is random.

If the soil is left undisturbed after each discharge, the next discharge (for the same

value of generator voltage) propagates in the soil totally or mostly along the branches

formed by the previous application of voltage. Under such circumstances all branches

occur close to each other. Table 3.4 shows that the three-branch breakdown channels are

mainly confined to a small volume formed by the entrance electrode and plate electrodes

#3 to #5 under this condition.

Table 3.3 Randomness of channel formation with hemispherical container

Ground electrode number (Fig. 3.8b)

#0 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
Number of times struck I 7 7 I I 7

Percent of times struck (%) 19.1 14.9 14.9 17.0 19.1 14.9

Table 3.4 Non-randomness of channel in hemispherical container. Black soilwith resistivity = 322
O.m, moisture = 12.680/q specific gravity = 1.228 g/cm3, generator voltage = s0 kV; soil kept
undisturbed after each discharge

Test #

Current flowing to 6 ground electrodes (A) (Fig. 3.8b)

#0 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
1 0 o 0 230 1 000 530

2 0 0 530 0 450 1 800

3 0 0 0 430 430 1100

B. Electric field breakdown strength of soil

In order to characterize the breakdown channel in

calculate the electric field strength at a radial distance

soil, one commonly uses (1.1) to

of r meters. This equation assumes
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

that lightning current diffuses radially into the surrounding soil from the strike point on

the earth's surface.

Researchers have used an average soil breakdown electric field strength, 8", and

(1.1) to predict the equivalent breakdown radial distance in soil. For example, in [2]

Chang chooses E. = 1000 kV/m for soils with resistivity in the range of 100-1100 O.m. It

is indicated in[2] that the range of E. for soils with high resistivity is 1200-2300 kV/m

depending on the soil type. Mousa [21] considered and analyzed a large number of

impulse resistance measurements and suggests 300 - 400 kV/m as an average value of E"

for soils with resistivity 12 - 1000 Q.m. It is seen that there are differences in the values

of E".

Experiments were conducted by the author with

6000 Q.m. From the experimental data gathered by

strength in each test may be represented by (3.1).

n=L
d"

soils of resistivity in the runge 22 to

the author, the average electric field

(3.1)

where V" is the generator voltage applied to the test soil and d" the distance between the

electrodes.

For each type of soil the voltage V, was varied and hence the value of E obtained is a

function of the time lag to breakdown. From these data a representative value of E, i.e. E"

was computed. This value depends on soil resistivity. Table 3.5 shows the values of used

in the author's simulation. Table 3.5 also shows the values of E" used by other

researchers.
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Table 3.5 Values of E" used by author of this thesis and other researchers

Resistivity (O.m)

100 500 1000 2000

E"

(kV/m)

used by author of
this thesis

100 400 700 1 000

Chang's value [2] 1000 > 1000

Mousa's value [21] 300 - 400 in average N/A

The experimental observations also indicate that breakdown channels may be formed

in the region in which the local electric field strength > E", in the soils either in the cubic

box or in the hemispherical container. But the entire volume of the soil in that region was

'not broken down. This is especially clear from the experiments conducted in the

hemispherical container (see section D). During the formation of a breakdown channel,

the local transient electric field strength at the tip of an elongating breakdown channel,

defined as the propagation electric field strength, is therefore not the same as that defined

by using (1.1). Therefore, information on the pattern of breakdown channels in the soil

can not be obtained solely from knowledge of the equivalent breakdown radial distance

obtained from (1.1). The propagation electric field strength should be large enough to

sustain and extend the formed channels which may be considered as streamers. The

propagation electric field strength varies with the length and radius of the channels. It is

indicated in [28] that a higher electric field strength is needed to sustain and extend a

longer channel with smaller radius. The propagation electric field strength at the tip of a

channel is assumed to vary with its dimensions in the path prediction model as indicated

in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

3.2 OUTDOOR TESTS

3.2.1 Outdoor Test Set-up

Outdoor experiments (Fig.3.9) were conducted with the same impulse current generator

used in the indoor experiments. The purpose was to verify if these results showed a

tendency similar to that in the indoor experiments. A rectangular pit of size 12 x 12 x l0

cm3 was dug and either the original soil or another type of dry soil was put back in it. As

in the indoor experiments, a conductive paper was placed at the bottom of the pit to

record traces of current channels. If the original soil was put back in the pit the entire soil

may be treated as being of the homogeneous variety. On the other hand if another type of

soil is put back the character if the soil becomes non homogeneous. In these experiments

there is no metallic connection between the impulse generator (laboratory) ground and

the base of the pit. This connection is completed through the earth. This is the difference

between the indoor and outdoor set-ups.

,----- Brass rod electrode

Figure 3.9 Setup for outdoor test. C¡ = 0.87pF rated 100 kV, R¡ = 0.0 O, L¡ = O-22 ¡rH, Voltage
divider ratio 400/1, S¡-- non-iñductive shunt,29.95 mO, Brass rod electrode: 1 cm diameter and

20 cm length; Outdoor pit: 12 x12x 10 cm3; Conductive paper: 10 x 10 cm2.

I

I

I
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3.2.2 Observations in Outdoor Tests

The outdoor soil, external to the pit, was wet with resistivity of 35 Ç2.m. This value was

measured by means of a ground magneto-ohmmeter. In the outdoor experiments three

types of paths were observed which may be classified as diffused, diffused with partial

breakdown and obvious breakdown channels (Fig. 3.10a to c).

Figure 3.10 shows the typical breakdown channels observed in homogeneous wet

soil with resistivity of 35 Q.m with an electrode spacing of 10 cm. When the generator

voltage < 30 kV only diffused channels were recorded (Fig. 3.10a). It appeared that the

current density is homogenous and no single spark channel extended to the depth of the

conductive paper located at the bottom of the pit. Partial breakdown channels were

recorded when the generator voltage was 45 kV (Fig. 3.10b). At the same inter-electrode

distance and with generator voltage = 55 kV, obvious breakdown channels were observed

(Fig. 3.10c).

(c)

Figure 3.10 Cross section of breakdown channels recorded by conductive paper in

homogeneous wet soil in outdoor tests. Soil resistivity = 35 O.m, generator voltage: (a) 30 kV, (b)

45 kV and (c) 55 kV.

Experiments were conducted by inserting dry and wet original soil in succession, in

the outdoor pit. The dry soil was obtained by heating the original wet soil until a

Universíty of Manitoba
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

resistivity of 2t20 Ç).m was obtained. This measurement was conducted prior to insertion

of this soil into the pit. Figures 3.11a to c show the breakdown channels caused with dry

soil with resistivity of 2120 Ç).m in the pit. Figure 3.1|a shows that generator voltage of

40 kV may cause obvious breakdown channels to extend to the depth of the buried

conductive paper. The results lead to the conclusion that non homogeneous soil has a

tendency to form long breakdown channels in dry soil next to the main electrode. In wet

soil the current dissipates into the surrounding soil and therefore breakdown channels

propagate a shorter distance than in dry soil.

Figure 3.11 Cross section of breakdown channels recorded by conductive paper in non

homogeneous wet soil in outdoor tests. p" of soil in the pit = 2110 Ç).m, p" of soil surrounding the

pit = 35 O.m, generator voltage: (a) 40 kV, (b) 45 kV and (c) 55 kV.

Figure 3.12a to c shows the waveforms of voltage and current for the three types of

breakdown paths in homogeneous and non homogeneous soils. With homogeneous soil,

comparison of Figs. 3.12a and b indicate that an increase in the applied voltage causes the

magnitude of current, flowing in the breakdown channels to increases non-linearly which

may be explained by the different and longer breakdown paths in the soil with the larger

applied voltage. Comparing Fig. 3.12b with Fig. 3.12c, it is seen that dry soil around the

electrode gives rise to a time lag (Fig. 3.12c) in impulse current. This tendency was also

observed in the indoor test as pointed out earlier.
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Figure 3.12 Waveforms of voltage and current obtained in outdoor tests. (a) homogeneous soil

with p, = 35 o.ñì, generator voltage = 30 kV; (b) homogeneous soil with p" = 35 Çt.nì, generator

voltage = 45 kV; (c) non homogeneous soil with p. = 2110 C¿.m in pit and ps = 35 l).m surrounding

pit, generator voltage = 45 kV.
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Chapter 3 Experimental Study of Soil Breakdown

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL CONCLUSIONS

Indoor tests

o In dry soils the impulse current has more of a tendency to propagate along a single

breakdown channel with accompanying low transient impedance.

I In contrast, the breakdown mechanism causing single channels in wet soil is different

and has high accompanying transient impedance.

¡ Electric field strength is the decisive factor which governs the formation of breakdown

of channels.

¡ If the soil container is symmetric, the breakdown paths occur randomly whereas

breakdown is more likely to occur along or close to pre-formed channels if the broken-

down soil is not replaced.

. The relation between the electric field strength in soil and the time lag to soil

breakdown was investigated. Values for the average electric field breakdown strength

of soil, E", have been suggested which depend upon the resistivity of soil.

Outdoor tests

o For the same soil, the extent of growth of the breakdown channel increases with the

potential at the strike point on the earth's surface

. Non homogeneous dry soil favours the formation of single channers.

o l¡ wet soil with low resistivity, conditions for current diffusion are more likely to

occur and therefore the length of a single breakdown channel is shorter than that in dry

soil.
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Comparison of results from indoor and outdoor tests

First, in the outdoor tests the parameters of the soil surrounding the pit can not be

controlled. Only the characteristics of the soil in the pit can be controlled. Secondly, in

the outdoor tests the connection between the base of the pit and the laboratory ground is

through the earth. However, the observations indicate a similar tendency of breakdown

channel formation in wet and dry soils. The conclusions from the indoor and outdoor

tests are not at variance.

Synthesizing the indoor and outdoor observed results, the following conclusions on

real lightning breakdown paths in soil in earth can be deduced.

. Whether in wet or in dry soil, soil breakdown always occúrs along single and multi

main channels; the traditional viewpoint which considers propagation of lightning in

soil by diffusion is an approximation.

¡ Breakdown paths in soil occur randomly, governed by the local electric field

distribution.

o With the same electric field strength, in dry soils lightning current has more of a

tendency to propagate along a single breakdown channel with greater current density

in the formed channels, whereas in wet soil lightning current prefers to propagate

along multi channels with lower current density in the channels.

o 
. 
The values of average electric field breakdown strength of soil, E", presented in this

chapter, will be used in the proposed breakdown path prediction model, described in

Chapter 5, to choose breakdown elements and hence trace the path of lightning

channels in ground.
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Chapter 4 An E-Field Based Path Prediction Model. Part l. E-Field Simulation

CHAPTER 4

AN E-FIELD BASED NUMERICAL MODEL FOR

PREDICTION OF BREAKDOWN CHANNELS IN SOILS

PART I. E-FIELD SIMULATION

Information about the electric field distribution in soil is fundamental to the prediction of

lightning-caused breakdown paths and then effect on struck underground cables that have

been struck. Field calculations in existing models assume homogeneous soils and ignore

the presence of cables. In this chapter, a two-dimensional representative model, which

recognizes the presence of cables and soil non-homogeneity, is presented to simulate the

electric field distribution for the prediction of breakdown paths in soils. The effects of

artificial boundary placement, lightning strike location and cable configuration have also

been considered. The results are used to generally explain the effect of the presence of

the cable on the tendency of formation of breakdown paths in soil.

4.L DESCRIPTIONS OF MODELLEÐ STRIKE SITE

A direct lightning strike on buried cable through intervening soil is illustrated in Fig.4.l.

The cable of overall radius r.u is assumed to be located at a depth of d meters
:

underground in soil. The horizontal distance between the central point of the strike region

and the cable is L meters.

According to the traditional viewpoint 129,30f, the channel of lightning cunent from

the cloud is composed of a central main channel with radius of 5-10 cm and surrounding

corona layer with radius of a few meters. Lightning strike causes the formation of a
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Chapter 4 An E-Field Based Path Prediction Model. Part l. E-Field Simulation

breakdown channel in the soil along which the current propagates and makes a direct

impact on the cable. In [8] Sunde points out that the electric field in soil is large enough

to cause breakdown to occur over an appreciable distance only after initiation of the

return strike in air. The methods of electric field calculation employed in present

prediction models 12, l2l assume diffused current flow in homogeneous soils and

furthermore assume that cables are absent.

Figure 4.I Direct lightning strike to underground cable

In practice, lightning current flows in the ground can not be modelled on an axi-

symmetric basis if a cable is present or if a transient process of breakdown of soil is

considered. Therefore, traditional two-dimensional methods for calculation of the electric

field can not be directly applied. In order to calculate the electric field in the soil

considering the effect of the presence of an underground cable, a representative model for

two-dimensional field distribution simulation is suggested in this work which recognizes

the three-dimensional character of current flow in the soil. The fundamental aspect of the

simulation is the establishment of a two-dimensional vertical plane (Fig. a.Ð with the

strike point on the earth's surface as the centre. This configuration yields the three-

dimensional axi-symmetric electric field and potential distributions, in the absence of the

University of Manitoba
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Chapter 4 An E-Field Based Path Prediction Model. Part l. E-Field Simulation

cable, provided the resultant is a function of position [50].

a grounded circle [8] and included in the plane as shown in

The cable may be modelled as

Fig.4.2.

assumed zefo-polenl¡al
boundary4 (u=0)

Figure 4.2 Geometrical configuration for field calculation

The solution domain is restricted by choice of a semicircular artificial boundary of

radius at least 10 times the distance between the strike point on the ground and the cable.

The semicircular portion is approximated as a zero-potential boundary and the diameter,

which is on the ground surface is modelled as an insulating boundary, i.e.n.J = 0.

A lighting current with assumed amplitude is assumed to strike the centre of the

semicircle and cause breakdown of the soil. The reaction of the struck soil may be

modelled as a variable resistance R, caused by the growth of breakdown in the soil [31].

The voltage at the strike point will vary with the current and Rr.

4.2 MATIIEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF E.FIELD

The equation within the solution domain is

V./ = Vo(l-Vy) =0'Pr

where V is Laplacian operator, J the current density in the domain,

point of strike and p. the resistivity of ground.

(4.r)

V, the potential at the

/
soil ./

( resistirarY = pr,) /t o
(modelled æ gromdedl
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The relevant interface condition at the interface which separates soil which has and

has not broken down is given by

n'(Jt-J)=0
(4.2)

where n.Jl and n.I2are normal components of current densities.

The natural boundary conditions are

-n.-I-YV =o
Pr

v =vr

V=0

(Boundaries I & 3)

(Boundary 2)

(Boundary 4)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.s)

It should be pointed out that in the calculation psis substituted with p"t^p + y'

order to yield the correct three-dimensional field distribution as explained in Appendix

4.3 RESULTS OF SIMULATION OF INITIAL ELECTRIC FIELD

DISTRIBUTION

In the simulation reported in this section, two locations of an underground cable, of 10

cm overall radius, are considered in a homogeneous soil with resistivity of 500 O.m.

Figure4.3showsthetwolocations,i.e. location-l,r=2.24m(d=lrr,L=2m),and

location-2,r=4.47m(d=2m,L-4m).Thetransientvoltagewhichinitatesbreakdown

of soil at the strike point in test was assumed to be V, = I MV. The semicircular artificial

boundary has a radius of 50 m.

Figure 4.4 shows the finite element meshes used with FEMLAB software to compute

the fields. The element size growth factor was set at 1.3 with 0.3 as the curvature factor

ln

l.
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Chapter 4 An E-Field Based Path Prediction Model. Part L E-Field Simulation

which defines the degree of depature of the element sides from straight lines. Both these

factors can be chosen in FEMLAB as default values.

The electric field strengths and potentials at specific locations along the radial

direction identified in Fig. 4.3 are plotted in Fig. 4.5. The chosen radial direction in Fig.

4.3 passes through the centres of the buried cable locations.

p2.24ml_,,
I

1m

j

Figure 4.3 The configuration used in the simulation

abl

Figure 4.4 FEM meshes employed when cable al t = 2.24 m in soil. (a) Meshes in the whole

domain; (b) Meshes around the strike point and cable i

4.3.1 Results of Simulation with Absence of Buried Cable

Plots I in Fig. 4.5a and b show the variation of electric field strength and potential with r

in the absence of the buried cable. It may be compared with Plot? which is obtained from

theoretical considerations considering axi-symmetry in the absence of the cable. Under

University of Manitoba
Electrical & Computer Engînær¡ng
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these conditions, the theoretical electric field strength and potential in all radial directions

in soil can be calculated using the following formulae.

EQ) =-LY,r

VQ)=LY"r"

(4.6)

(4.1)

1.E+07

1.E+06

1.E+05

1.E+04

1.E+03

1.E+02

Radial distance, r (m)

a

. Plot 1 (Cable absent in soil)

- Plot 2( Theoretical, cable absent in soil)
o Plot 3 (Cable present at d=1m, L=2m)
+Plot 4 (Cable present at d=2m, L=4m)

1.E+03

0123456
Radial distance, r (m)

b

Figure 4.5 E{ield strength and Potentialalong specific r direction as shown in Fig. a.3. (a) E field

strength, (b) Potential
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. Plot 1 (Cable absent in soil)

- Plot 2 (ïheoretical, cable absent in soil)
o Plot 3 (Cable present at d=1 m, L=2m)
+ Plot 4 (Cable present at d=2m, L=4m)
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where rl = 5 cm is the radius of the conducting soil in the vicinity of strike point; Ve = 1

MV is the voltage at the strike point and r is the distance from a location point to the

strike point.

Equations (4.6) and (4.7) were used to obtain plots labelled as plot 2 in Figs. 5a and

b. It is seen that plots 1 and2 are coincident in Fig.4.5a which shows electric field and

almost coincident in Fig. 4.5b which shows the potential. Comparing the data used to

generate plots I and 2 in the two figures respectively, it is found that the maximum error

in the computed value of electric field strength of the model using FEMLAB is 4.2Vo and,

that of potential is llVo. These elrors were computed by comparing the numerically

obtained result with that obtained by use of (4.6) and (4.7). The simularions also indicate

that the accuracy may be improved with increase of Ípo, the radius of the zero potential

boundary. Fig. 4.6 compares the electric field and potential errors when roo = 50 m and rpo

= 100 m. The plots indicate that the error in electric field fluctuates with r while that of

potential increases with r; both errors decrease by almost 50Vo when the radius of the zero

potential boundary is increased to 100 m. These errors in Fig. 4.6 were also found by use

of (4.6) and (4.7).

Radial distance, r (m)

Figure 4.6 Percent of errors in the calculation of electric field strength and potential when cable

is absent. Effect of placement of artificial boundary.
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4.3.2 Results of Simulation with Presence of Buried Cable

Electric field and potential distributions: Plots 3 and 4 in Fig. 4.5a and b show the

electric field strength and potential variations with r in the presence of the buried cable at

r =2.24 m and r = 4.47 m respectively. Compared with PIot I or2,it is seen that when

the cable is present the distribution of the electric field in the soil is changed and causes

the electric field strength to be enhanced in the vicinity of the cable which suggests that

lightning propagation in the soil may be intercepted by and diverted to the cable.

The plots in Figs. 4.5a and b indicate that when a buried cable is present and

modelled as a grounded conductor, the initial electric field strength and potential

distribution in the vicinity of strike point is only slightly affected. This result indicates

that in the soil region close to the strike point but some distance away from the cable, the

portion of breakdown path is less affected by the attractive effect of the cable. This

portion of breakdown path is governed by the local electric field strength and grows in

random fashion. The attractive effect of the cable is felt only when a breakdown channel

branch propagates close to the cable.

Bffect of artificial boundary placement: Figure 4.7 shows the effect of the radius of the

assumed zero potential semicircular boundary on the electric field strengths and

potentials at 4 specific locations along the radial direction in Fig. 4.3 with the cable

present at r = 2.24 m (d = 1 Íì, L = 2 m). The radial values corresponding to the 4

locations are identified in Fig. 4.7. It is assumed that best results are obtained with the

zero potential boundary located at 50 m. The enor in electric field at any location is

found with respect to the value of the field when the zero potential boundary is located at

50 m. The maximum elror in electric field and potential, from Figs. 4.7a and b is found to

be 13% and l6.27Vo respectively, both of which occur when roo is chosen to be the

University of Manitoba
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minimum, 5 m. The errors decrease with an increase in the radius of the assumed zero

potential boundary.

Effect of number of nodes: The enor decreases as the number of nodes is increased

from946 to 14488. The potential and electric field values with 946 nodes differ from that

obtained with 14488 nodes by 4.56 and 0.l\Vo respectively. With 14488 nodes the CPU

time is almost 20 times longer. The optimal number of nodes is 800-4000.

a 2.0E+05
tr
¿
3 t.oE+os
o'a
(ú
oI 1.2E+os
.9
=()
o
fr 8.0E+04
(õ

-g +.oe+o+
(¡)

Øu 0.0E+00

-r-r=0.559 m
-¡-r=1 .0062 m

51020304050
Radius of assumed zero potenlial boundary (m)

1.E+05

8.E+04

6.E+04

4.E+04

2.E+O4

0.E+00

a

-r- r=0.559 m
-+r=1.0065 m

51020304050
Radius of assumed zero potential boundary (m)

b

Figure 4.7 Eftec| of the radius of assumed zero potential, rpo,on calculations of E-field strength

and potentíal. (a) E-strength (b) Potential
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4.3.3 Results of Simulation in Two-Layer Non homogeneous Soils

Field distributions in two-layer soils with different resistivities were also simulated using

the proposed method. The cable with overall radius of 10 cm is located at r = 2.24 m (d =

1 m, L = 2 m). Three types of soil layer configurations are considered, i.e., homogeneous

soil with p, = 500 Ç).m, two-layer soil with a 0.4 m top layer of p, = 125 Q.m and bottom

layer with p5 = 500 Ç).m and another two-layer soil with a 0.4 m top layer of p, = 2000

O.m and bottom layer with ps = 500 Ç).m soil. To facilitate comparison an initial strike

current of 600 A is considered in all cases. This current causes a different potential at the

strike point on the earth's surface because of different soil layer configurations. Figs. 4.8

and 4.9 show the potential contours and electric field versus r respectively for the three

configurations. The figures indicate that the potential contours are much different in the

three configurations; and in both layers in the two-layer soil case, the electric field

strength decreases with decrease of resistivity of the top layer soil. In [2] Chang has

proposed a method to evaluate, approximately, whether or not a buried cable will be

struck by lightning in homogeneous soil. His method uses the initial field distribution

only. The results presented in this paper obtained by consideration of the initial electric

field confirm that in two-layered soils the natural shielding provided by the upper layer

soil improves as the resistivity of the upper layer decreases.
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Figure 4.8 lnitial potential contours in one and two-layer soils L = 2 m, d = 1 m. (a)

Homogeneous soil, 500O.m; (b) Top layer 125 C).m, bottom layer 500 A.m; (c) top layer 2000

O.m, bottom layer 500 O.m. L and d defined in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.9 E-field along r direction across the cable corresponding to Figure 4.8
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4.4 SUMMARY

A two-dimensional representative model with variable resistivity is suggested for the

simulation of the electric field to predict growth of lightning channels in ground and its

possible interception by an underground cable. The effects of artificial boundary

placement and the number of nodes on the accuracy have been reported.

The results indicate that the initial electric field strength and potential in the vicinity

of the strike point and at some distance away from the cable are only slightly affected by

the presence of the cable; therefore the portion of breakdown path in this region is less

affected by the attractive effect of the cable and grows in random fashion governed by the

Iocal electric field strength. The attractive effect of the cable is felt when a breakdown

channel branch propagates close to it.

The results with non homogeneous two-layer soil indicate that in this configuration

the shielding provided to the cable by the top layer improves as the resistivity of the top

Iayer decreases.

The numerical results indicate that the proposed two-dimensional representative

plane, with the hemispherical zero potential boundary of radius being ten times of the

distance between the lightning strike point on the ground and the cable coupled with

800-4000 finite element nodes in the solution domain, can optimally limit the errors in

electric field distribution within engineering accuracy.
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CHAPTER 5

AN E.FIELD BASED NUMERICAL MODEL FOR

PREDICTION OF BREAKDOWN CHANNELS IN SOILS

PART II. PATH PREDICTION

The two dimensional representative model, described in Chapter 4, is extended to

describe the breakdown path of lightning channels in soil. The basic assumption is that

the probability of growth of a breakdown channel depends on the local electric field.

Based on electric-field-related probabilities, the randomness of the breakdown path is

found. The function of the model is to predict and characterize the breakdown channel in

soil in order to estimate the current intercepted by the buried cable resulting from impact

of a lightning strike on the earth's surface. The proposed model uses principles and data

derived from the result of experiments described in Chapter 3. Some experimental data

from existing literature has also been used. The electric field distribution in soil affected

by the formation of lightning breakdown channels is calculated as the described in

Chapter 4 using the finite element method.

5.1 PREDICTION OF BREAKDOWN CHANNELS IN SOIL

Electrical discharges in dielectrics [32-33] and lightning in air 134-351exhibit a random

behaviour in that no discharge is exactly like another. Even identical initial conditions

can lead to similar but different discharge patterns 132-351. This phenomenon was also

observed in soils in the indoor experiments described in Chapter 3. Modelling the growth

lJniversíty ol Manitoba 
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of such phenomena can not be implemented by traditional methods; therefore a

breakdown probability governed by local field strength is used in the prediction.

5.1.1 Prediction of Breakdown Path in Homogeneous Soil

The soil within the solution domain, for simulation of electric field as in Fig.4.2, is

divided into many square elements, with their sides equal to the assumed diameter of the

main lightning channel in air (Fig. 5.1). The lightning breakdown channel in soil which is

considered to form during the period of increasing current emanates from the strike

region on the earth's surface and grows in a stepwise manner. At each step a new

breakdown element is selected, on a probability basis, and added to the growing

breakdown channel in which the broken-down elements are considered as conductors

with a low resisitivity of 10-s Ç¿.m. Figure 5.1 shows broken-down elements which are

shaded and elements which are considered for breakdown in the next step. These latter

elements are identified by dots in Fig. 5.1. The total number of dotted squares is M.

Figure 5.1 Division of solution domain into square elements

The increase of lightning current starting from 0 to its crest value, I, is represented by

N discrete values iÛ), j = I to N, for iteration purpose. The prediction of the breakdown

channels involves the following steps.
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Consider the jth iteration. When j = 1, only one element has broken down, that

immediately below the strike point. At any step j, i*1, the simulation permits channel

branching because of the probability based criteria specified for channel formation.

Suppose for some j, channel formation in soil occurs as shown in Fig. 5.2. This figure

shows two distinct channels with several broken-down elements (shown shaded). The

simulation involves the following steps in order to proceed to the next iteration, i.e. j+1.

Figure 5.2 Channelformation in soil; calculation of Rn

Step 1: Calculation of R* based on the growth of breakdown channel

The ground resistance, Rg, of the breakdown channel is modelled by consideration of an

equivalent hemisphere which is assumed to be formed by the same lightning current (i¡)

propagating radially in soil (Fig. 5.2). Equations (5.1) and (5.2) yield the radius of the

equivalent hemisphere and the resistance R, which depends on the nature of channel

formation.

r"q(i)=æ

Rs(i)=ffi

(s.1)

(s.2)

equivalent hemisphere
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Step 2: Calculation of Vg, potential at the strike point

The potential at the strike point on the earth's surface, Vr, which is used to calculate the

electric field in the soil, is considered to vary with the lightning current, i(j), and the

ground resistance, Re(). Ve() is calculated using (5.3)

VsU) = i(i).Rs U)

Ep =0.s'E"l"s+

Step 3: Calculation of E-field

AII elements adjoined to the broken-down path (shown dotted in Fig. 5.1) are considered

as possible breakdown candidates. The electric field distribution in the domain and the

electric field strengths at the centres of all candidate elements, E¡, âre calculated with

FEMLAB software using a triangular mesh. If max{E¡}<Eo, the propagation electric field

strength, the current is increased to i(i+l) and the process returns to step l.

As pointed out in Chapter 3, Eo is different from E.. The value of Eo in a soil is

considered to change with step-wise growth of the channel according to (5.4)

(s.3)

(s.4)

where r'* (Fig.5) is the radial distance of the farthest tip of the formed breakdown

channel from the strike point on ground, and s is the dimension of the square element.

Equation (5.4) suggested by the author takes into account the effect of dimension and

growth of streamer on the electric field strength at its tip.

Step 4: Choice of elements which break down based on the probabilities governed

by E-field distribution

If max{E(k)}Ðp, the breakdown probability of an element (dotted elemenrs) is:
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P(k)= --E(k)lE" (max{E(k)} 2 Eo & E(k) > E")M (s.s)

(s.6)

\nçn¡rø,
k=l

P(k)=O (max{E(k)} < Eo or E(k) < E")

where E. is the critical breakdown strength of soil and M is the number of candidate

elements. In this work the values assigned to E" are listed in Table 3.5.

A random numerical generator which outputs a number, N., 0 ( Nro ( l, is utilized to

choose a new breakdown element from all possible candidates.

Let P'(0)=0 6,)
k

P'(k) = >,P(k)
k=l

(s.8)

if P'(k-L)< N,o <P',(k)

element number k breaks down in the next step and its resisitivity is modified to l0-5

O.m.

Step 5: Iteration of the process

The electric field distribution in soil is recalculated using the new geometrical

configuration and the process starting from step 1 is repeated. The iterative process stops

when the electric field distribution causes either all the breakdown probabilities P(i) to be

equal to zero at the crest value of the lightning current or if one branch of the lightning

channel reaches the cable. In this event, the most recent value of R, is the equivalent

ground resistance which, in an equivalent circuit, is in parallel with the cable impedance

and determines the current intercepted by the cable. The iteration procedure employed for

prediction is shown in the form of a flow chart in Fig. 5.3.
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j = 1, req(O) = s

using req (i-1) in (5,2)

E{ield distribution in soil

Chose one BD element
based on (5.7) & (5.8)

P(i) of all candidate elements,
using (5.5) & (5.6)

A[P(¡)=0?

r"q(j) = r"q(i-1)

BD Path strike cable, or

Output: pattern & Rg of BD
path in soil

Figure 5.3 lteration procedure for prediction of lightning breakdown channels directly impacting

underground cable in a homogeneous soil.

5.1.2 Prediction of Breakdown Path in Non homogeneous Soil

Non homogeneous soil is modelled by consideration of a twolayer soil in which each

layer is homogeneous but with different resistivity. This type of non-homogeneity is

common and occurs either naturally due to geological structure or if rainwater permeates

the soil to a certain depth [36,37].

Figure 5.4 shows a two-layer soil with a top layer of resistivity pr, thickness dr

situated over a bottom layer of resistivity pz, which extends to an infinite distance. The

cable is assumed to lie in the bottom layer.
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Lightning current ,l

The procedure

for homogeneous

resistivity po, has

channel formation

(s.1 1).

p, = (l+ 4F)p,

kn

Pt

P2 @ cuot.

Figure 5.4 Two- layer soils with presence of a cable

for determining channel growth remains essentially the same as that

soil. However, in applying (5.1) and (5.2) an apparent value of

to be found. The apparent resistivity will depend on the extent of

[8, 38, 39] and may be calculated, for twolayer soil, using (5.9) to

(t+ (2n!' ¡'¡o'' (4+ (2n4' ¡'¡"

(s.e)

(5.10)

frn

knr=It
n=l

7",

,--Pz-Pt
Pz* Pt

(5.11)

where Pr and Pz are resistivities of soils in the top and bottom layers respectively, d1 the

thickness of top layer, r* has the same signifïcance as before and has to be determined. In

the simulation r* reflects the extent of breakdown channels in soil and increases with the

current. The calculated value of the apparent resistivity depends on the extent of growth

of the breakdown channels. If r* (< dl, pu = p1, if req >> dt, pu= pz.

The apparent critical breakdown strength, E"o, corresponding to a soil with resistivity

of po, is determined using the empirically derived Equation (5.12) from experimental data

obtained by the authors for breakdown in different soils.
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E,o( p o) : -0.0002 p 
"2 

+ 0.87 62 p 
" 

*12.888 (kV/m) (s.12)

The philosophy of prediction of breakdown channels in non homogeneous soils is

same as that in homogeneous soil with differences in specific steps. Figure 5.5 shows the

flow chart of the procedure for prediction in an non homogeneous configuration.

Figure 5.5 lteration procedure of prediction of lightning breakdown channels directly impacting

underground cable in non homogeneous soil.
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The first of these relates to calculation of ground resistance of elongating breakdown

channels. It is indicated in Fig. 5.5 that the apparent resistivity, po(), obtained using (5.9)

to (5.11) and the apparent critical breakdown strength, E.u, obtained using (5.12) are used

to calculate the radius r*(j) and the resistance R, (). Another difference is that the values

E"r, 4l and E"2, Epzare used in the top and bottom layers respectively to calculate the

probabilities of the candidate elements and determine element breakdown.

5.2 SIMULATION RESULTS IN HOMOGENEOUS SOIL

In the simulation a cable with radius rca= 10 cm is assumed to be buried at depth d = 1 m

in homogeneous soil. The parameters L, I and ps are varied in the range 0 to 10 m, 0 to

200 kA and 100 to 2000 O.m respectively.

5.2.L Breakdown Channels in Soil

Simulations were carried out with d = I Ír, L = 5 m, p. = 500 Q.m. The effect

magnitude of lightning current on the formation of breakdown channels in soil

discussed.

The amplitude of lightning current, I, which causes the breakdown of the element just

below the strike point is = 0.6 kA. 'When 0.6 < I < 15 kA, breakdown channels may be

formed in the soil and the possible maximum breakdown distance increases with I. The

typical breakdown path patterns at I = 0.6, 5 and 10 kA are shown in Fig. 5.6a. The

transient electric field strength in the soil caused by I < 15 kA is insufficient to form a

breakdown channel ending at the cable.

When the lightning current is increased to 15 kA (Fig.5.6b), the lightning channel

may extend in a horizontal direction and be diverted and intercepted by the cable.
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Because of the probabilistic nature of the simulation, when I = 15 kA, the probability of

direct impact on the cable is calculated tobe about 5Vo.

Figure 5.6 Effect of lightning current magnitude on channel formation. ps = s00 o.m, the burial

depth of cable, d = 1 m; horizontal distance between the lightning strike point and the cable, L = S

m;Lightningcurrentamplitude: (a)l=0.6,sand10kA,(b) l>1skA,(c) l>2skA,(d) l>50
KA

cabe at
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The types of possible breakdown channels increase with current amplitude. When the

current amplitude is > 25 kA, multi breakdown channels as indicated in Fig.5.6c may also

be formed before one branch is intercepted by the cable. At amplitude of 50 kA, all three

types of breakdown channels as indicated in Figs. 5.6b to d may be formed. The

corresponding equivalent ground resistance, Rr, in the three cases are 46, 36 and 25 C2

respectively.

If a strike causes formation of a channel to the cable, the lightning current impacting

the cable depends upon the type of breakdown channels formed. The simulation shows

that channels of the type shown in Fig. 5.6b represent the worst case scenario for the

underground cable.

In the small scale experiments conducted by the author the amplitude of current

affected the channel formation tendency in a similar fashion as indicated by Figs. 5.7ato

c.

Figure 5.7 Experimentally observed effect of current magnitude on channelformation ín soil as

evidenced by cross section of breakdown channels recorded by conductive paper. ps = 440 O.m.
(a) I = 0.8 kA, (b) I = 3.08 kA, (c) I = 5.5 kA. The number of channels increases with current
magnitude.
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5.2.2 Attractive Effect of Cable on Breakdown Channel in Soil;

Comparison with Chang's Model ¡21

The results in section 5.2.1 indicate that in soil of resistivity 500 Çl.m and a radial

distance of 5.1 m between the lightning strike point and the cable, the cable may be

struck if I> 15 kA.

With the cable absent and other conditions remaining unchanged the probabilistic

simulation process was repeated twenty times. It was found that all the breakdown

channels occur in a limited region; the radial breakdown distance fluctuates between 2.10

m and 2.87 m as indicated in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 Radial breakdown distance fluctuation in the absence of the cable; p" = SO0 O.m and l

= 15 kA

These results demonstrate the attractive effect of the underground cable. This aspect

has been considered by Chang [2]. Table 5.1 presents a comparison of the maximum

radial breakdown distance predicted using Chang's approach and the proposed model.

The results indicate that 8", the soil breakdown strength, affects the prediction.

Table 5.1 also indicates that the maximum breakdown distance yielded by the two

approaches is approximately equal for identical E. values. Chang's model is deterministic

whereas the present approach estimates interception of the lightning channel by a cable

66,,*ffif lJniversity of Manitoba
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on a probabilistic basis. For example, in Table 5.1, the maximum breakdown distance,

with the cable present, will be somewhat larger for zero probability of interception of

channel by the cable.

Table 5.1 Comparison of maximum radial breakdown distance with Chang's approach, l=1S kA

and p" = 500 o.m

E"(MV/m) Max. BD distance (m)

Cable absent Cable present

Chang's approach 1.0 2.19 3.27

0.4 3.46 5.19

Proposed model o.4 2.87 5.10*

* = 5o/o probability

5.2.3 Effect of Strike Position

The results reported in this section were obtained with d = I m, p. = 500 C).m, and 0 m <

L < 10 m. The minimum current amplitude which may cause a breakdown channel

terminating at the cable for different L is plotted in Fig. 5.9. The plots indicate that the

minimum current required increases and the corresponding ground resistance decreases

as L increases.

-a- l¡ghb|ing curent

. -O- oround resistance

'f).

46
str¡ke d¡stance L, m

Figure 5.9 Variation of minimum current and ground resistance as a function of strike distance.

Ps = 500 Çl.m and d -- 1 m
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Figures 5.10a and b show the typical breakdown channels, with current of amplitude

75kA, with L =2 and 10 m respectively and d = 1 m. when L = l0 m, the breakdown

path shows more branching; therefore the portion of lightning current impacting the cable

is smaller. It should be pointed out the electric-field-related probabilistic procedure used

to determine formation of breakdown channels in soils may yield a path pattern with no

channel intercepted by the cable, especially for large strike distance, L. This is shown in

Fig. 5.1 1 where lightning current of amplitude 2OO kA strike the soil of p, = 500 O.m. hr

this case L = l0 m and d =1m. Figure 5.11 show that none of the breakdown channels

terminate on the cable. However, Fig.5.lOb with an identical configuration shows that

breakdown to the cable is possible for I = 75 kA. This clearly indicates the probabilistic

nature of the simulation in this work.

Figure 5.10 Effect of strike position on channel formation. ps = 500 O.m, d = 1 m and I = ZS kA.

(a)L=2m,(b)L=10m
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Figure 5.11 Breakdown channels not intercepted by the cable. ps = 500 C).m, d = 1 rn, L = 1O m

and I = 200 kA. Cable is not struck

5.2.4 Effect of Soil Resistivity

In the simulations reported in this section the soil resistivity, pr, is 100 ( p, ( 2000 O.m.

Values of the distance L considered are 5 and 6 m.

The minimum lightning current amplitude to form a breakdown channel to the cable

varies with soil resistivity as shown in Fig. 5.12 which also shows the variation of the

ground resistance, Rr. The plots indicate that when the resistivity of soil increases from

100 to 2000 O.m, the minimum lightning current amplitude which causes rhe cable to be

struck decreases from 20 kA to 1l kA when L = 5 m and from 40 kA to 18 kA when L =

6 m; the corresponding ground resistance increases from 9 O to 170 O and from 6.3 O to

133 C¿ respectively.
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Figure 5.12 Variation of minimum current and ground resistance with soil resistivity; d = 1 m, L =
5and6m
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The simulation indicates that even though E., the soil breakdown field strength, is

greater for dry soil, the minimum lightning current required for breakdown in dry soil is

lower than that in wet soil. The types of breakdown channels shown in section 5.2.1 may

occur in soils with different resistivities, but the ground resistance in dry soil will be

much greater than that in wet soil.

Figures 5.13a and b show two similar breakdown channels with soils of resistivity of

100 C).m and 2000 Q.m respectively. The minimum current necessary to form these

channels are 40 kA and l8 kA respectively and the corresponding ground resistances are

6.3 O and 133 C). Although the breakdown patterns are similar, the ground resistances are

different and therefore the portion of current diffusing into the surrounding soil from the

formed channels are also different. If the characteristic impedance of the buried cable at

lightning frequency is 50 O and the lightning current amplitude is 100 kA, the current

impacting the cable may be found to be ll kA and 72kA for ps= 100 and 2000 O.m

respectively 112,511.

This tendency of channel formation in a soil as affected by the soil resistivity was

also observed in the small scale experiments. Figure 5.14 indicates that at a current

amplitude of 7 kA, in dry soil with ps = l92O Ç).m, the current mainly flows in the

breakdown channel and causes alarger hole in the conductive paper (Fig. 5.14a) placed at

the bottom of the pit. In wet soil, with p. = 180 O.m, because of cunent diffusion the

channel current is lower as inferred by the smaller hole in the conductive paper (Fig.

s.r4b).

The channel current intercepted by the cable is greater for the larger earth resistivity

which explains formation of small radius underground channels observed in high

University of Manitoba
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resistivity regions during field investigations of lightning accidents of underground cables

t401.

Figure5.l3 Formationsof breakdownchannelsindifferentsoils;d= l mtL=6m. (a) Rn=6.39
in soil with Ps = 100 O.m; (b) Rs = 133 O in soil with p. = 2000 Ct.m

aÞ

Figure 5.14 Experimentally observed effect of soil resistivity on channel formation as evidenced

by cross section of breakdown channels recorded by conductive paper. l=7 kA, (a) p"= 1920

o.m (b) ps= 180o.m. ln Fig.5.l4athecurrentcauses a larger hole (indicated byarroù¡ to be

formed in the conductíve paper.

5.3 EFFECT OF NON.HOMOGENEITY OF SOIL

Breakdown paths in two-layer soils with different resistivities were simulated using the

proposed method. Three configurations are considered, (i) homogeneous soil with pt = pz

uffi university of Manitoba
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= 500 O.m and 2000 O.m, (ii) a two-layer soil with a 0.6 m top layer of soil wirh p1 =

2000 O.m and bottom layer with p2 = 500 O.m and (iii) a two-layer soil with a 0.6 m top

layer with p¡ = 100 Ç).m and 300 Q.m and bottom layer with pz = 500 O.m. The cable

with overall radius of 10 cm is buried at a depth of either 2 m or 1 m. Data is presented

for the case when the lightning strike point on the earth's surface is directly over the

cable, i.e., L= 0 m and for the case when L = 4 and 5 m. Figures 5.15a to c show the

typical breakdown channels of the three soil configurations for d = 2 m, L = 0 m.

Figure 5.15 Formation of breakdown channels in homogeneous and non homogeneous soils. d1

=0.6!r, d=2m, L= 0 m; (a) homogeneoussoil,500o.m, I > 5 kA; (b)top layer2000C).m,

bottom layer 500 O.m, I > 2 kA; (c) top layer 100 Q.m, bottom layer 500 Q.m, I = 25 kA

When p1= 2000 Ç).m, pz= 500 Ç2.m (Fig. 5.15b), lightning current may penetrate the

top layer and enter the second layer, and therefore may strike the cable. The minimum

lightning current, 2kA, required for formation of a breakdown channel to the cable is less

than the 5 kA of current required in homogeneous soil with resistivity of 500 Q.m (Fig.

5. l5a).

When p¡ = 100 t.*, p)= 500 Ç).m, the top layer may provide a shielding effect to

the cable located at a depth of 2 m, as shown in Fig. 5.15c. In this instance, the

breakdown path propagates in the top layer even if the amplitude of lightning current is

25 kA, and therefore does not directly impact the cable in the bottom layer. If the burial

depth of the cable is decreased to 1 m, the cable may intercept a lightning channel at a
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minimum lightning current of 14 kA (Fig. 5.16a). The shielding provided by the top layer

also decreases and the cable may be struck if pr increases. Figure 5.16b shows that when

pr = 300 O.m, pz = 500 O.m, the cable may be struck at a minimum lightning current of

17 kA even though pt < pz. Comparing the simulation results obtained with pr = 300 f).m,

pz = 500 O.m with Pt = Pz = 500 Ç).m, it is found that R, is greater in the latter,

homogeneous, case. A smaller portion of the lightning current diffuses into the

surroundings, and therefore the amplitude of current impacting the cable is greater when

the cable is located in homogeneous dry soil.

Figure 5.16 Effect of top layer resistivity and burial depth on shielding provided to cable. dr = 0.6

m, L= 0 m, bottom layer 500Ct.m, (a) top layer100 O.m, d= 1 m, l> 14 kA, (b) top layer300

C).m, d - 2Ín,l> 17 kA

Table 5.2 presents a comparison of the ground resistance, Rr, and the probability of

the cable being struck for both homogeneous and non homogeneous soils for I = 10 kA.

The simulation was repeated twenty times to calculate the range of R, and the amplitude

of current impacting the cable, with characteristic impedance of 50 Q. Table 5.2 shows

that an increase in the resistivity of the top layer of the non homogeneous two-layer soil,

is accompanied by an increase in the probability of the cable being struck. The value of
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Rr also increases which causes an increase in the current intercepted by the cable.

Comparison of data obtained with p1 = p2= 2000 O.m and pr = 2000 o.m, pz = 500 C).m

for cases 1 and 2 shows that the current impacting the cable is always larger in the

homogeneous soil with high resistivity (2000 Q.m). However rhe probability of impacr is

not always larger and it depends on strike location. Homogeneous soil with high

resistivity or non homogeneous twoJayer soil with high resistivity top layer represents

the worst case as far as the cable is concerned.

Table 5.2 Effect of soil characteristics on current impacting the cable and probability of impacting

Case 1: dt = 0.6 Í1, d = 2m,L= 0 m and l= 10 kA

Resistivity of soils

(o.m)

Rs

(o)

Probability of

impacting cable

Current impacting

cable (kA)

Pr = Pe= 100 13-20 35"/" 2.1-2.9

Pr = Pe=500 57-80 45% 5.1-6.2

Pt = Pz=2OOO 1 78-398 75% 7.8-8.9

Pl=100,Pe=500 25 0 0

Pr =2000, Pe=500 82-327 90% 6.2-8.6

Case 2: dl = 0.6 m, d = 2m,L= 5 m and l= 25 kA

Resistivity

(o.m)

Rs

(o)

Probability of

impact-ing cable

Current impacting

cable (kA)

Pr = Pz=2000 113-163 60% 17-19

Pr =2000, Pe=500 42-47 15o/o 11-14

IVhen the lightning strike point on the earth's surface is not directly over the cable,

i.e. L * 0, and for a two-layer non homogeneous configuration, formation of single

channel with less branching is favoured in the layer with high resistivity, while the

formation of multi channels is favoured in the layer with low resistivity. Figures 5.17a

and b shows the breakdown path patterns formed with I = 45 kA, dl = 0.6 fii, d. = Z m,L=
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4 m, pz= 500 O.m and two cases of pr, i.e. 2000 and 300 e).m. Figure 5.1'ta indicates

that when p1 = 2000 O.m, pz = 500 O.m, lightning breaks down the top layer and forms a

short single channel in the top layer. This path splits into three multi channels in the

bottom layer of lower resistivity. Figure 5.17b indicates that when pr = 300 Ç).m, pz = 500

Ç).m, propagation of lightning current is favoured through the formed channels in the top

layer of lower resistivity. One single channel is intercepted by the cable in the layer of

relatively higher resistivity.

This tendency of channel formation in ground as affected by the layer non-

homogeneity was also observed during the field investigation of lightning occurrence at

St. Andrew's airport in Winnipegl4ll. Figure 5.18a and b indicate that craters were

formed in the top asphalt layer, generally with invariable high resistivity. It is possible

that further propagation of this channel was in the Iayer below whose resistivity is,

generally, less than that of the asphalt.

Figure 5.17 Tendency of formation of breakdown channels in non homogeneous soils. I = 45 kA,

dr = 0.6 m, d = 2 m,L = 4m, bottom layer 500 o.m, (a) top layer 2000 Ç2.m, (b) top layer 300 o.m
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ab

Figure 5.18 Damaged craters in asphalt at Winnipeg St. Andrew airport by lightning strikes on

June 1 9, 1 997. (a) # 13 craters with about 14 cm of diameter; (b) # 183 craters with about 12 cm

of diameter [41].

5.4 COMPARISION OF EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMT]LATION

RESULTS

Earlier, in this chapter, comparison has been made between the maximum breakdown

distance caused by a lightning strike to ground as presented by the author's proposed

model and that due to Chang [2].

In section 5.2.1 and 5.2.4, comparison has been made between results obtained by

using the proposed simulation model and the author's experimental results; the

breakdown channel characteristics are compared as affected by lightning current and soil

resistivity.

In section 5.3, it is shown that the tendency of channel formation in non

homogeneous soil with.high resistivity top layer as predicted by simulation is in

agreement with observations made after a natural lightning strike on an airport runway.

In this section results predicted using the proposed model are compared in a

quantitative manner with experimental results.
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5.4.1 Comparison of Randomness of Channel Formation

The proposed model was used to simulate the breakdown channels in soils in the

hemispherical container with radius of 10 cm which was employed in experiments of

indoor tests conducted by the author. The six grounded electrodes on the surface of the

container are represented using six arc-shaped grounded segments in a two-dimensional

representative plane as shown in Fig. 5.19. The variation of generator voltage during the

rise time of current observed in the experiment is used as V, in the simulation.

Figure 5.19a to f represent the predicted breakdown channels intercepted by six

electrodes respectively obtained by using ps= 44O Ç).m, E. = 0.36 MV/m, I = 0.4 kA. The

corresponding initial generator voltagd as in the experiment s = 20 kV. The simulation

was executed several times. The results indicate that probabilities of breakdown channel

being intercepted by electrodes # I to # 6 are almost identical. This characteristic of

random formation of breakdown channels is the same as that observed in the indoor

experiments carried out with the hemispherical container. These results have been

presented in Chapter 3.

Figure 5.19 Simulation results on randomness of breakdown channels ín soil in hemispherical

container. ps = 440 O.m, Ec = 0.36 MV/m, I = 0.4 kA, initial generator voltage = 20 kv.
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5.4.2 Comparison of Ground Resistance

If the cable is absent in soil, the growth of breakdown channels in soil is not stopped by

the interception by the cable but continues until all breakdown probabilities are zero

when the lightning current is at its peak value. At this moment, the ground resistance of

the breakdown channels, Rg, reaches its minimum value conesponding to the greatest

extent of the breakdown in ground. This value of R, represents the ground resistance.

For the same culrent amplitude, I, the probabilistic simulation process yields similar

but different breakdown path patterns. Based on (5.1) and (5.2), these path patterns have

the same value of ground resistance, Rr, which depends only on current amplitude, I, for a

soil. This characteristic was also observed in the outdoor tests conducted by the author.

The breakdown path patterns in Figs 5.20a to c were formed with I = 1.4 kA in wet soil

with resistivity of 35 O.m in ground. From Fig. 5.20,it is evident that the struck point

locations are different. Although the breakdown path patterns are different the ground

resistance in the three cases, as obtained from experimental voltage and current

waveforms, is = 20 O.

Figure 5.20 Randomness of breakdown channels ín outdoor tests as evidenced by cross section

of breakdown channels recorded by conductive paper. ps = 35 O.m, I = 1.4 kA, Rs = 20 e. The
positions of breakdown channel (indicated by arrows) in (a) to (c) are different.
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Figure 5.21 shows the effect of current amplitude on the resistance, Rr, of the

breakdown channels in ground. Comparison is made between the experimentally derived

data from the outdoor tests conducted by the author and the simulation results using the

proposed model. PIot I in Fig. 5.21 is based on the experimental observations in soil with

resistivity of 35 Q.m. This plot indicates that when the current amplitude increases from

1.08 to 2.54kA, R, decreases from 24 to l0 O. Plot 2 in Fig. 5.21 obtained simulation

using the proposed model, indicates that for the same current amplitudies, R, decreases

from 19.8 to 12.8 O.

Experimental data published in literature by Liew and Darveniza [9] was also

borrowed to verify the proposed model. Plot I in Fig. 5.22, reproduced from [9],

represents the ground resistance of a single rod electrode just touching the earth surface

in soil with resistivity of 50.5 o.m whose breakdown strength, E., is 0.3 MV/m as

reported in their paper. This plot indicates that when the current amplitude increases from

1 to 1l kA, the ground resistance decreases from49.9 to 18.8 O for the test soil used by

Liew and Darveniza. The simulation results using the author's proposed model for the

same parameters is shown in Plot 2 in Fig. 5.22. This plot indicates that the ground

resistance decreases from 45 to 14.7 Q.

The above comparisions indicate that the proposed model can predict ground

resistance associated with breakdown channels with fairly good accuracy.
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5.5 ST]MMARY

A numerical simulation model has been presented to enable probabilistic prediction of

lightning breakdown channel formation in ground as affected by lightning current, strike

location, soil resistivity, non-homogeneity and soil electrical breakdown strength. From

the model the value of Rr, the ground resistance which influences the current intercepted

by the cable, can also be found. The value of R, is influenced by the characteristics of the

breakdown channels.

The results with homogeneous soil indicate that the types of breakdown patterns

which can occur increase with lightning current amplitude and the distance between the

strike point and the cable. The formatipn of channels in soils with greater resistivity

results in a larger magnitude of lightning current impacting the underground cable.

The results with non homogeneous two-layer soil indicate that in this configuration if

the resistivity of the top layer is much higher than that of the bottom layer it represents a

worse situation with the cable intercepting a greater lightning current. The shielding

effect of the top layer improves as its resistivity decreases or the burial depth of the cable

increases. The effect of a direct strike on a cable is generally the worst if the resistivity of

the top layer is high or if the soil is homogeneous and of high resistivity. Single channel

with less branching is likely to be formed in the layer of higher resistivity while multi

channels are likely to be formed in the layer of lower resistivity.

The tendency of formation of breakdown channels obtained using the proposed

model is similar to that observed in fîeld and laboratory experiments. The proposed

model also predicts the ground resistance associated with breakdown channels with good

accuracy and compares well with the experimentally derived data from outdoor tests

conducted by the author and published results in literature. This shows that the two-

dimensional representative model considered in this work is acceptable.
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CHAPTER 6

COMPLETE PROBABILISTIC ASSESSEMENT OF
EFFECT OF LIGHTNING STRIKES ON UNDERGROUND

CABLES

Assessment of possibility of damage to underground power distribution cables, due to

lightning strikes, is important in the design of suitable protection schemes and mitigating

strategies. Existing models focus on only one of aspect of the problem and do not account

adequately for the effect of the characteristics of soil breakdown channels intercepted by

the cable. In this chapter, a complete assessment is suggested by incorporating the path

prediction model described in Chapters 4 and 5 and the EMTDC program. The model

provides probabilistic information on the current impacting on and over-voltages caused

in struck cables for different soil characteristics and geometrical configuration.

6.I INTRODUCTION

A complete engineering assessment of the impact of lightning sirikes oii irurieci cabies

should predict the following items in order: First, the formation of breakdown channels in

ground should be predicted which is fundamental to the whole assessment. This step

determines whether or not the buried cable is struck by lightning through a breakdown

channel. If the cable is struck, the second prediction should be concerned with the current

flowing through the formed channels and impacting the cable. Finally, the resulting over-

voltage in the cable should be predicted.
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The review of literature in Chapte¡ I indicates that none of the three categories of

existing models make all three predictions listed above. Electric field models predict the

extent of breakdown in soil; non-linear circuit models predict the amplitude of current

injected into the cable and transmission line models predict the developed over-voltages

in the cable. In a previous paper [51], the authors have suggested a method for the

complete assessment of the impact of lightning strikes on buried cables on a deterministic

basis by linking elements of existing models. The influence of lightning channels in soil

was simply considered by assuming them to be composed of two segments as presented

in [2] and the electric field in both segments calculated based on uniform current flow as

in [2).

In this chapter, a method for the complete assessment of the effect of lightning

strikes on underground cables is proposed. This method takes into consideration the

characteristics of breakdown paths in soil which are found through the proposed electric-

field-related probability based model described in Chapters 4 and 5. The current

impacting on and over-voltages caused in the cable are simulated using the EMTDC

program. The influence of soil resistivity, location of lightning strike and grounding of

cable sheath is investigated. The oroposed method is demonstrated by arrolying it to the

case of single core cable.

6.2 COMPLETE ASSESSMENT BASED ON PROBABILISTIC

PATH PREDICTION IN SOIL

A complete assessment is made possible by

prediction model described in Chapters 4 and

transmission model as shown in Fig. 6.1

linking the probabilistic breakdown path

5, and the modified nonJinear model and
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The breakdown paths, range of ground resistance and probability of direct impact on

the cable are predicted using the electric-field-related probability based model suggested

in this thesis. The predicted maximum and minimum values of ground resistance of

breakdown channels are input into the non-linear circuit model as parameters.

Configuration and parameters
of soils and cable; Lightning

current & location

ii
E-field-retated probability model

IJ
/é';rtÑ
1¡oil; Ground Resistance Rg,-_

il

Equivalent non-linear circuit model

IJ
I Result2: current ¡rp"ìnì--'..
\ buried cable ___-.,

il
Transmission line model

iJ
z" nesuttJ' ou"r*ot,"þìì-----
\ buried cable ____/

EMTDC simulation

Figure 6.1 lncorporation of three models for complete assessment

In order to estimate the current impacting the cable, Perala's model reviewed in

Chapter I is modified as in Fig. 6.2. The essence of the modification is that the effect of

breakdown channels in soil intercepted by the buried cable is taken into account in the

calculation of Rr which is based on probabilistic breakdown path prediction. The
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Chapter 6 Complete Probabilistic Assessment of Effect of Lightning Strikes on Underground Cables

modification represents an improvement in the manner with which this parameter is dealt

with in Perala's model. Based on the results predicted by the electric field model, the

'switch' in the circuit is closed only if the breakdown channel in soil reaches the cable.

The characteristic impedance of the cable sheath and ground, Zn , is affected by the cable

structure, frequency of signals propagating in the cable and the resistivity of soil. Finally,

the propagation characteristics of over-voltage in underground cable, caused by the

current impacting it, can be simulated using transmission line theory.

Figure 6.2 Estimation of current impacting cable

Rn: Ground resistance of breakdown channels in soil, 2"": characteristic impedance between
cable sheath and ground; l: Lightning current at strike point, ln: Current flowing in Rn, 1"": Current
impacting cable sheath; switch represents whether the cable ís struck or not.

The functions of the nonlinear circuit model and the transmission line model, i.e.

prediction of magnitude of current impacting on and over-voltage caused in cables, can

be combined by using the circuit shown in Fig. 6.3 in the EMTDC simulation

environment. Lightning striking the ground is modeled as an impulse current source

using the following double exponenrial function [42].

i(t)-kl(e-" - "-u') (6.1)

where I is the magnitude of lightning cunent, coefficients k, a and b depend upon the rise

and tail times of the waveform. In practice, the parameters of lightning are probability
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Chapter 6 Complete Probabilístic Assessment of Effect of Lightning Strikes on Underground Cables

functions. The current waveform chosen has a rise time of 2.5 ps to peak and 50 ps to

half value as shown in Fig. 6.4 For this waveform, the coefficients k, a and b are

calculated to be k = 1.053, a = 1.5 x 104, b = 1.82 x 106.

The current source and R, are connected to the cable sheath layer at the struck point

on the cable through a switch whose status represents whether or not the cable is struck.

The cable is modelled using the Phase Domain Frequency Dependent Model which

employs a distributed R-L-C circuit, traveling wave theory, and incorporates the

frequency dependence of all parameters. It is indicated in 143, 441that this model is the

most accurate cable model available because it accurately reproduces high and low

frequency phenomena in the simulation.

Figure 6.3 Circuit set-up used in the EMTDC simulation

C1: phase conductor, 51: sheath, R*: ground resistance of sheath, R-: ground resistance

breakdown channels in soil, K: switch representing whether the cable is struck or not.

0 5 10 15 20 2s 30 3s 40 45 50

time, t (¡rs)

Figure 6.4 Current waveform used in the EMTDC simulation
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6.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the simulation a cable is assumed to be buried at depth d = 1 m in homogeneous soil.

The parameters L, I, and ps are varied in the range 0 to 10 m, 0 to 100 kA and 100 to

2000 Q.m respectively. The structure and parameters of the cable [45] are indicated in

Fig.6.5.

Conductor
lnsulalor

Shealh
Jâcket

Conductor: pcc= 1.72 x 10-8 Ç¿.m;
lnsulator: €rc = 4.1€o
Sheath: pcs = 1 .72 x 10-7 Q-m;
Jacket: €rc¡ = 2.3€o

Rated voltage: 33 kV

Figure 6.5 Cable used in the simulation [4S]

6.3.1 Effect of Breakdown Paths in Soil

The simulations in this section were carried out with d = lm, L = 4 fit, ps = 500 O.m and

I = 50 kA. The effect of breakdown paths in the soil on the over-voltage in the cable are

discussed.

The simulations indicate that a lightning current of I = 50 kA may result in the

formation different breakdown paths with associated R, lying between 29 and 62 A.

Figure 6.6 shows the predicted breakdown path pattems associated with maximum and

minimum R, respectively. The breakdown path in Fig. 6.6a represents a lightning channel

extending in a horizontal direction with less branching resulting in R, = 62 {l; the pattern

in Fig. 6.6b represents three main channels with more branching and Re = 29 O

The over-voltage in the buried cable, corresponding to a breakdown path pattem in

the soil, is simulated with the EMTDC program using the predicted value of R* in the
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circuit of Fig. 6.3. The maximum and minimum voltages, V.", arising between the sheath

and conductor at the struck point on the cable with infinite length and the sheath being

un-grounded (R,e = -) are shown in Fig. 6.7 as Plots I and2. The waveform of V.. has a

front time much larger than that of the lightning current. These plots indicate that for I =

50 kA, the over-voltage magnitude may vary in the range of 12 - l6 kV depending on the

type of breakdown paths formed in the soil. Plot 3 in Fig. 6.7 shows the waveform of V."

obtained by using the model and parameters in [51] which results in an over-voltage

value lying between the minimum and the maximum V," obtained by using the present

model. The model in [51] is deterministic whereas the present approach estimates the

over-voltage in a buried cable on a probabilistic basis which is more realistic.

Figure6.6 Channelformationonprobabilisticbasis. ps=500Ç).m,d=1rrì, L=4m, l=S0kAi
(a) Rn = 62 O, (b) Rg = 29 C¿
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Figure6.7 Over-voltage betweensheathand conductorof cable. ps= 5O0O.m, d= 1 fit, L=4m,
I = 50 kA; Plot 1: Maximum, Plot 2: Minimum, Plot 3: obtained by using the model in [51]

It should be pointed out that grounding the cable sheath or installation of protective

arresters are effective means of limiting the over-voltage in a buried cable. Plots I to 3 in

Fig. 6.8 shows the waveform of Vr. when the cable sheath is grounded via a resistance of

5 O at 10, 100 and 500 m from the struck point on the cable. The plots indicate that

grounding of the sheath close to the struck point decreases the over-voltage.

I
I
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og5
dá
6ãs

2

1

0

Figure 6.8 Effect of

kA, Rss = 5 g-li Plots 1

cable.

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

r¡me,t( ps)

grounding sheath on over-voltage. p"= 500 Ç).m, d = 1 m, L = 4 m, l= 50

to 3: sheath grounded at 10, 100 and 500 m from the struck point on the
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6.3.2 Effect of Characteristic Impedance of Cable

For the configuration used in section 6.3.I, the characteristic impedance of cable was

changed by varying the relative permitivity of the cable jacket, e*¡ Gig. 6.5) to

demonstrate the effect of the characteristic impedance of cable on the current impacting

the cable and caused over-voltages in the cable. Figure 6.9 shows the characteristic

impedance between cable sheath and ground, Z"r, corresponding to srq - 2.3,3.5 and 4.6

respectively based on the simulation with EMTDC. The plots in Fig. 6.9 indicate thatZ*"

decreases with the increase of €r.¡. For a given E cj, Zcs increases slightly with time in the

range of 0 to 50 ps.

o 5 10 15 
ir",íi*i 3s 40 45 50

Figure 6.9 Characteristic impedance between cable sheath and ground, 2"", corresponding to

currentwaveform ot2.5l5O FS.p"=500O.m, d= 1m, L=4m. Plots 1to3: Relative permitivity

of the cable jacket E¡6¡= 2.3,3.5 and 4.6 respectively.

Table 6.1 presents acomparison of the assessment results of these three cases. The

results indicate that the cable with the greatest characteristic impedance between sheath

and ground is impacted by the smallest current and the cable with the smallest

characteristic impedance is impacted by the greatest current. Contrary to the results

obtained conceming current flowing to the buried cable, the highest over-voltages, both

sheath to ground, V.*, and sheath to centre conductor, V.", occur for the cable with the

70
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greatest characteristic impedance between sheath and ground even though the amplitude

of the current impacting it is the smallest. The lowest over-voltages, Vss and V,., occur

for the cable with the smallest characteristic impedance between sheath and ground, by

the largest impacting current. The impacting current and the resulting over-voltage affect

the thermal capacity of the cable sheath and cable insulation respectively. The choice of

cable is therefore affected by choice of the shielding and protection scheme employed.

Table 6-1 Effect of characteristic impedance between cable sheath and ground on impacting

currentflowing to cable and caused over-voltages. p. = 500C).m, d = 1 m, L =4 m and I = 50 kA .

Characteristic

impedance, Z* (Ç))

Current impacting

cable (kA)

Vss

(kv)

V""

(kv)

2.3 49-60 13.3-17.6 688-91 4 11.9-16.2

3.5 40-48 14.6-18.6 613-787 9.8-12.8

4.6 35-42 15.4-1 9.3 565-71 1 9.3 -11.9

6.3.3 Effect of Soil Resistivity

Theresultsreportedinthissectionwereobtainedwithd=lm,L=4rrì,I=50kAandp,

= 100, 500 and 2000 Q.m

Figure 6.10 shows the waveform of maximum over-voltagÊ, V.", a.t the stmck point

on the cable for p, = 100, 500 and 2000 Q.m. The magnitude of Vr" when p5 = 100 Ç).m is

about 6.4 kV while it is as high as 21 kV when ps = 2000 O.m. In the later case the

waveform shows some oscillation. The plots indicate that lightning strike may cause a

greater over-voltage in the cable buried in soil with high resistivity.
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Figure6.lO Effectof soilresistivityonover-voltage.d= 1nì, L=4m, l=50k4; Plot 1: ps=100

Ç).m, Plot 2: p"- 500 O.m, Plot 3: ps= 2000 Çl.m

6.3.4 Effect of Strike Location, Struck Probability of Cable

In the simulations reported in this section with d = I m, p5 = 100, 500 and 2000 Ç).m, I =

0-200 kA; the distance L is varied in the range 0 < L < 10 m.

The effect of the distance L on the maximum and minimum values of Vr" are shown

in Plots 1 and 2 in Fig.6.1l. when r = 100 kA and L varies from 0 ro 10 m, rhe

maximum and minimum V." values decrease from 39 to 2O kV and 30 to 18 kV

respectively. Plot 3 in Fig. 6.11 shows a deterministic change from 35 to 23 kV using the

model in [51]. If the lightning current is 100 kA, Plot I in Fig. 6.12 using the presenr

ñ^'f-l ^L^"'^ rL^+ +L^ --^L^L:l:+-. ^f ¿L^ ^^LI- L-:-- -a---l- - -- .=- - c.- 1^^ñ ,rrrvuvr ùrr\rwù ur4L Lrtu yrvua.urilLy ur ulçu¿1urú ui;ritg 5uuçÁ valles lroln ruu'/o Lo+ó"/o as I-

varies from 0 to 10 m. Combining this with the fact that the probability of occurrence of

lightning with I > 100 kA is = lTVo 146l the probability of occurrence of maximum and

minimum over-voltag" rnuy be obtained shown in PIot 2 of Fig. 6.12. Figrrres 6.11 and

6.12 indicate that upon a lightning strike to ground with L = l0 m, rhe probability that V,"

> 18 kV is at least 5.76Vo and the probability that Vsc > 20 kV is not more than 5.767o.If

the average strength of the cable insulation is 90 kV/cm 1471, the critical value of V,.

which may damage the insulation is =72kY. The simulations indicate that the minimum

o

oo6
=o
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current amplitude required to damage the insulation is = 184 and 315 kA respectively

whenL=0and10m.

Strike dislance, L (m)

Figure 6.11 Variation of over-voltage as a function of strike distance. ps= 500 O.m, d = 1 m, I =
100 kA; Plot 1 : maximum, Plot 2: minimum, Plot 3: obtained by using the model in [51]

o 1 2 sst,¡åo¡.tln"",l,r,t I e 10

Figure 6.12 Variation of probability of cable being struck as a funclion of strike distance. ps= 500

Ç).m, d = 1 nìt Plot 1: Probability when I = 100 kA, Plot 2: considers the probability of the

occurrence of lightning current, l> 100 kA

Figures 6.13 show the results concerning the probability of cable being struck by

lightning propagating through a breakdown channel in soils with d = I m, L = l0 rn, ps =

100, 1000 and 2000 respectively. The probability for a specific case was obtained by

automatic repetition of the simulation at least twenty times. The results indicate that in
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same soil the probability of the cable being struck increases with current magnitude. For

different soils the probability increases with resistivity of soil.
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o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Lightning current amplitude, I (kA)

Figure 6.13 Variation of probability of cable being struck as a function of lightning current

amplitude and soil resistivity. d = 1 m L = 10 m; Plot 1: p.- 100 O.m, Plot 2: ps= 1000 O.m, Plot

3'p"- 2000 O.m.
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6.4 SUMMARY

A numerical model, considering the effect of the characteristics of breakdown channels in

soils, has been suggested for assessment of lightning over-voltage in underground cable.

The usefulness of the model has been demonstrated by application to a single core cable.

The model enables calculation of the over-voltage in underground cable on a probabilistic

basis.

The influence of soil resistivity, cable location and the amplitude of lightning current

are recognizedby the model. The maximum and minimum lightning over-voltage which

occur in the cable under identical conditions can be predicted using the suggested model.

The results indicate that the over-voltage in struck buried cables in soils with high

resistivity is of large magnitude. Grounding the cable sheath close to the struck point on a

cable is effective in limiting the over-voltage.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

Existing models on prediction of lightning performance of underground cables have been

reviewed and placed in three categories, i.e. electric field models, non-linear equivalent

circuit models and transmission line models. It has been pointed out that models in each

of these categories focus on only one aspect of a complete assessment. The existing

models do not adequately take into account the formation of breakdown channels in

ground and ignore non-homogeneity of the soil.

Existing literature describes two approaches, the variable resistivity approach and the

variable geometry approach for use in the simulation of lightning current propagation in

soils. Neither approach can account for the occurrence of single or multiple lightning

channels in the soil.

In the present work, indoor and outdoor experiments were carried out by the author

to investigate the formation of single and multi breakdown channels in soils, and obtain

information on the dependence of soil response and breakdown mechanism on the nature

of soils, and to obtain information on representative values for the breakdown electric

field strengths of soils.

A new numçrical simulation model has been proposed in this work for the prediction

of the formation of lightning breakdown channels in ground. The model accounts for the

random growth of channels in homogeneous and non homogeneous soils governed by the

local electric field strength. The interaction between the electric field distribution and the

development of breakdown channels is considered through recalculation of the field

distribution after each channel growth step. An electric-field-related breakdown
University of Manitoba
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probability is used to identify which elements break down and contribute to the growth of

the channel. Lightning current magnitude, geometric configuration, soil parameters and

layered non-homogeneity are recognized by the proposed model.

The conclusions resulting from the simulation of lightning channel growth in soil are

in broad agreement with observations made in the author's experiments, field and

experimental observations in literature and, in general, explain well certain aspects of

breakdown in dry and wet soils.

The extent of breakdown as predicted by the proposed model compares well with

that obtained by using Chang's approach [2] which is in part based on the classic work of

Sunde [8]. Chang's model' is deterministic whereas the present approach estimates

interception of the lightning channel by a cable on a probabilistic basis.

The proposed model may also be used to compute ground resistance. It is shown that

values obtained by using the model agree well with the experimental results by Liew and

Darveniza [9] and those obtained from the author's experiments.

The usefulness of the proposed model as applied to the calculation of over-voltages

developed in underground power cables due to direct lightning strikes through

intervening soils is demonstrated. A method of complete assessment has been suggested

by the author which incorporates the proposed model, a modified non-linear equivalent

circuit model and existing transmission line modelling techniques available in the

EMTDC simulation program. It is shown that such an assessment technique provides

probabilistic information on the over-voltage in struck cables for different soil

characteristics and geometrical configurations.

The main contributions and significance of the thesis are summarized as follows:
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. Based on experimental observations, the relation between soil resistivity and electric

field breakdown strength of soil was obtained for a wide range of soil resistivities.

This data has been used in the proposed prediction model.

A new model has been proposed for prediction of the formation of breakdown

channels, i.e. path pattern of single or multi channels, in ground due to lightning. It

represents an advancement compared to the approximation of radial propagation in

existing models.

¡ Novel features of the proposed model are that the effect of local electric field on the

growth of breakdown channels in soil is considered and an electric-field-related

probability is used in the simulation of this effect. The prediction of breakdown

channels in layered non homogeneous soils is dealt with and a variable apparent

resistivity is used in the prediction iteration. The proposed two-dimensional

representative model with variable resistivity enables a simplified simulation of field

distribution in ground to be established with engineering accuracy.

. For the first time, the method for the complete probabilistic assessment of the impact

of lightning strikes on buried cables has been suggested. The effect of different

breakdown channels in soil intercepted by a buried cable is taken into account.

It may therefore be concluded that the problem associated with prediction of

lightning performance of underground cable in different soils has been well solved in the

thesis.

There is, however, some scope for further work in this area using the method

suggested in this thesis. A more sophisticated transmission line model of an underground

cable, which takes into account the damage levels at the struck point on cable, may be

linked with the proposed channel prediction model. Also, efforts to collect more field
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data on underground cable struck by lightning or the simulated sources should be made to

further verify the simulation results in more detail.
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Appendices

Appendix 1

Two-dimensional Representative Model for Simulation of
Electric Field Distribution in Ground

Figure A-lshows a three-dimensional axi-symmetric soil model. In the absence of the

cable, the resistance between the strike point and any radial distance r is

io"dr D- r-rt
-l{(r)= l' " 3-1-3-tnznrz 2tt \r

If r = ro, the overall resistance is

Dt- \ -'of 
prd, 

- 
p, rro-\

r\\'po,, - 
lñ 

- ," ,rr*

r - vs 
-2nrrroov,'8 ROoù p(rpo- rt)

Boundary ¡l (V=0)
Assumed Zeropotentlal

Hemlpher¡câl Surtacs

Figure A-1 Three-dimensional axi-symmetric soil model

The resulting current, Ir, and potential at any radial distance, V(r), are given by

(A-1)

(A-2)

Lightnlng str¡ke
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v(r) =vr- I,'R(r) = ,r*[4 (A-4)
r\t,ç- rt)

The electric field strength at radial distance r is

I ^ _Vrrrrro IE(r)= J -p, =:+ ps - _- ¡ (A-5).¿Ír- 
\rrs_ \) r-

Figure A-2 shows the conesponding two-dimensional in-plane model. The general

expression for resistance between the strike point and any radial distance r is

R(r) = Îe* = 2u. logr (A-6)
lrcrW rW "r,
rl

Let p,=plr (A-7)

Then

R(r)=ie'j-q!=+.r-\ (A-8)
J. tt W nW rtr
rl

R(e") ="i++= P, .rpo-\ (A-9)\ t'v' t, *W rW firpo

r _ VB ttL4rooVr
t ^ =-:_ tA_l0l" A(roo ) p,(rno - r1)

v(r)=v,-1,'R(r)= r,!*4 (A-11)" rlro¡_ \)

E(r)= J .P, :J-.e-- Vr\'ro . 1^ ' ( 

^-12)-\'/ r nrW r (rrs-\) r'

Comparing (A-4) and (A-5) with (A-11) and (A-12), it is found that the two-

dimensional potential and electric field distributions in a two-dimensional half-circle

plane, with the distance-related resistivity (A-7) are same as the three-dimensional axi-

symmetric distributions with resistivity p,.
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L¡ghln¡ng str¡kE

Figure A-2 Two-dimensional soil plane model
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Appendix 2

Application of the Proposed Methods to Examine Effect of

Lightning Strikes on Buried Gas Pipelines

The methods in this thesis may also be used to predict the effect of lightning strikes on of

buried gas pipelines which are known to be susceptible to damage from direct lightning

strikes [7]. Compared with a buried power distribution cable, a buried gas pipeline has a

larger radius and lower characteristic impedance. These two differences affect the

simulation results of a buried gas pipeline.

An assessment example is presented in this section. The simulations in this section

werecarriedoutwith d= I m, L=4 fir, ps =500Ç).m andl= 50k4. A typical pipeline

borrowed from [55] with radius of 30 cm and thickness of 3 cm is used in the simulation.

The resistivities of layer coating the pipeline are considered to be in the range of 0 -

1.06x105 O.*t; as indicated in [55], the corresponding characteristic impedance is in the

range of 6.032x10'2 - 7.267x10-t Q.

The simulation results using the proposed model indicate that a lightning current of I

= 50 kA (L = 4m) may strike the gas pipeline at d = I m in soil with p, = 500 C2.m and

result in the formation different breakdown paths with associated R, lying between 32

and 66 O. Figures A-3a and b show the predicted breakdown path patterns associated

with maximum and minimum R* respectively. The breakdown path in Fig. A-3a

represents a lightning channel extending in a horizontal direction with less branching

resulting in R, - 66 O; the pattern in Fig. A-3b represents three main channels with more

Uníversity of Manitoba
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branching and Rr = 32 {2. Table A-1 presents the current impacting the pipelíne and the

over-voltage caused in it. Because the range of R, is much greater than the characteristic

impedance of the gas pipeline, almost all of the current from the strike point on ground

flows to the gas pipeline and the effect of R, may be neglected.

FigureA-3 Formationof breakdownchannelstogaspipeline.ps=500Ç).m,d='1 m, L=4m, l=
50kA; (a) Rs = 66 O, (b) Rs = 32 O

Table A-1 Current impacting on the gas pipeline and caused over-voltage. ps = 500 O.m, d = 1

m,L=4mandl=50kA.

Resistivity of

Coating (O.m')

Characteristic

lmpedance (O)

Current impacting

pipeline (kA)

Over-voltage

in pipeline (kV)

0 6.032x10 50 1.5

1 .06x10' 7.267x1O'' 49.4-49.7 18-18.1
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Appendix 3

CPU Running Time of the Program of Proposed Model for
Prediction of Breakdown Channels in Ground

The simulation program of the model for prediction of breakdown channels in ground is

coded using MATLAB language and linked with the code of FEMLAB finite element

analysis program. The CPU time of the simulation varies in a wide range depending on

the complexity of the breakdown path pattern in soil. Figures A-4a and b show two

typical path patterns obtained on a PC computer with Pentium-trI CPU of 1 G Hz of

frequency and 522 M bytes of RAM memory. The CPU times ue 4O seconds and 43

minutes for the patterns in Fig. A-4a and b respectively.

Figure A-4 Effect of complexity of breakdown path pattern on CPU time. pr= 500 O.m, d = 1 m, l

= 100 kA . L = 0 and 10 m for cases a and b. PC computer with Pentium-lll CPU of 1 G HZ ol

frequency and 522 M bytes of RAM memory. CPU time: (a) 40 seconds (b) 43 minutes
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